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Welcome to our New FMW Distinct 
Manufacturing Ltd Brochure
Leading Manufacturers and Suppliers of 
Golf Course Equipment and Workwear

FMW Distinct Manufacturing are now based in the West Midlands alongside TJ Golf and the two 

companies combined have a wealth of experience and products that are sure to suit your golf 

course needs. 

A large number of FMW products are produced In-house and this allows us a great deal of flexibility 

in our approach to our customers’ requirements. We also have a design and print studio for our 

signage, logo’d flags, tee markers and other personalised products. Again this allows us a great 

deal of flexibility to produce something unique for our customers. 

FMW has a large range of workwear which can be embroidered with your club logo too.

In the past we have been based in the north of England but now the brand is available nationwide.

Please feel free to contact us or our northern based Area Sales Manager with your enquiries. 

Alternatively, orders can be placed via your local distributor or through our website.

 01282 453335

 sales@fmwdistinct.com
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BALL WASHERS

JUST B4 TEE BALL WASHER & CLUB CLEANER 

BW-JB

A revolutionary 2 in 1 design combining a ball washer with a golf club 
cleaner. Manufactured from quality high impact polymer.  
A simple movement gives an excellent ball wash. Available in green only. 
Logoing / personalisation available on this product. Few internal working 
parts. Available as separates or complete as a package.

Size: (H) 280mm x (W) 290mm x (D)160mm

Just B4 tee package deal (ball washer/ball washer post/ball washer 
towel/ fixtures & fittings)  
BW-OFFER

Just B4 tee steel round post (only fits Just B4 Tee) 
Size : (H) 1200mm x (dia) 50mm 
BW-JBS

Just B4 tee replacement brushes (for ball washer only)  
BW-JBRB-01

Just B4 tee replacement rubber 
BW-JBRR-01

Just B4 tee replacement handle assembly  
BW-JBRH-01

Just B4 tee replacement brushes (for club cleaner only) 
BW-JBRB-02

Just B4 Tee Ball Washer & Club Cleaner (Special Price for 3) 
BW-JB3

Just B4 Tee with Logo (Min 3 Units) 
BW-JB-LOGO

VELOUR TEE TOWELS TRI-FOLDED

VTT

Superb quality, heavy weight velour towel  
to enhance your tee consoles. 

Available in Black, Navy and Green.

(Single) 15cm x 45cm

EMBROIDERED VELOUR TEE TOWELS

VTTEMB 

Tri-folded (Max 8000 stitches) 

Minimum Quantity 18

Sponsor opportunity on this product
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CAST ALUMINIUM SPIRAL BALL WASHER

Green: BW-ASBW-G 
Black: BW-ASBW-B

Constructed from Cast Aluminium this spiral action ball 
washer is available in classic dark green or black and has 
a simple to use spiral action movement for cleaning.  

Few working parts and easy to drain base plug, mounts 
on a 60mm dia post stand (available separately).

Black (1200mm x 60mm diameter)

Aluminium Spiral ball washer post:  
BW-ASBP
 
Replacement agitator assembly:  
BW-ABWAA
 
Dome for ball washer:  
BW-ASBW-D

STANDARD BALL WASHER

BW-S-01

A polymer constructed standard ball washer 
complete with golf ball style plunger and two 
specially designed brushes.

Logos, golf club names or sponsor details can 
be added on the front panel. All parts easily 
replaceable. 

Standard ball washer post: BW-S-02
Replacement brushes: BW-B-01
Replacement plunger: BW-P-01

Domed Logo Personalisation available

NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN BLACK
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TEE CONSOLE SYSTEMS

NOW 
AVAILABLE 
IN BLACK

TEE CONSOLE SYSTEMS

Customise your Tee 
Console with your choice 
of Black or Green Alloy 
Elite Ballwasher with post. 
Finish it off with a Teak Bin 
and attachments or a Green 
or Black Polyethylene 
Standard Golf Litter Bin.

Add your Logo to the Elite 
Ballwasher or Teak Bin.
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BOOT CLEANERS &  
LITTER PICKERS

SINGLE STEM BOOT CLEANER

BC-S-01  With Scrapers
BC-S-01-NS   No Scrapers

New improved bolt down version. Popular 
Square Pattern design now comes with or 
without Scrapers. Green polyester powder 
coating over heavy duty steel for extra durability.

Replacement brushes are available.

Size: (H) 900mm x (W) 300mm

REPLACEMENT GREEN BRISTLE BOOT 
BRUSHES (SET OF 4)

BC-D-02

For use with the single stem boot cleaner. 
Complete with fixings.

Size: 310mm x 75mm

LONG HANDLE BOOT BRUSH

BC-LH

Long Handle Brush for manual 
cleaning of golf shoes or boots.

LITTER PICKER

T-LP

A handy tool to pick litter without 
having to bend down.
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LITTER BASKETS & BINS

LARGE WIRE LITTER BASKET

LB-03

A larger litter basket measuring 17” diameter and 29” high, it has three spiked feet to 
secure it in place on grassy areas or it can be left free standing on hard ground. It also 
has the option of a heavy duty PVC removable liner plus a push/pull lid with a hole 
in the centre for litter to be put through. With this lid, most of the top of the basket is 
covered which helps to prevent litter being blowing out.

Colour: Classic Black

Size 430mm diameter x 740mm high

HEAVY DUTY PVC BASKET LINER 

LB-LBL-01
 
Black heavy duty liner to suit the 430mm (17”) x 730mm (29”) 
large wire litter basket or the Distinct Hooded Litter Bin.

MEDIUM WIRE LITTER BASKET

LB-01

Black plastic coated round litter 
basket. Complete with three 
spiked feet for easy fixture into 
the grass or free standing on hard 
ground. 

This product has the option of a 
push/pull lid.

Size: 406mm (16”) dia x 585mm 
(23”) height

SMALL WIRE LITTER BASKET 
C/W SPIKE

LB-02

Black plastic coated round litter 
basket complete with ground spike 
for easy fixture into grass on the 
course.  A neat and tidy alternative 
in classic black.  

Size: 305mm (12”) dia x 460mm 
(18”) height

LITTER BIN PUSH/PULL LID 

Lid to fit 406mm dia medium litter 
basket, or the 430mm larger litter 
basket.

Please choose relevant code 
below.

LB-L-01   For Medium (406mm) 
Litter Basket 
LB-L-02  For Large (430mm)  
Litter Basket 

Push/pull lid designed to stop 
litter from blowing out, complete 
with a hole in the centre for ease 
of litter disposal.
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DISTINCT LITTER BIN (HOODED TOP) 

LB-D-01

Plastic litter bin, rotationally moulded in high impact material, 
robust & easy to service. Volume up to approx. 100 litres
Optional extras on this product are Custom decals, ground 
fixing kits, plastic liners, alternative colours.

Size: 450mm dia x 950mm height

LB-D-02   Distinct Litter bin liner - Plastic 
LB-D-04   Ground Fixing Kit

TRASH MATE COMPLETE 

Solid, durable polyethylene construction. Supplied complete with 
litter opening, hoop frame and post mount bracket assembly.

SG12850 Green
SG12825 Red
SG12870 Black
SG12851 Container Only - Green
SG12826 Container Only - Red
SG12871 Container Only - Black
SG12985 Low Stand
SG12986 Wall Mount Brackets
SG12980 Lid Trash Opening 
SG12982 Hoop Frame
SG12983 Post Mount Bracket
SG12984 Back Clamp
SG12988 Single Mount Hardware

PATTISSON TEAK SQUARE LITTER BIN 

PAT82316

Made from top quality teak wood, hand made and 
harvested along international regulations. Hinged lid 
with 35 litre plastic trash can, oil for extra protection.

Size: (H) 80cm x (W) 52cm x (D) 44cm

Available with your Club Logo on an Alupanel Plate.

TB-LOGO  Logo Added (167mm x 105mm)
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TEE MARKERS

RECYCLED OVAL TEE MARKER

Approx size: 100mm dia
TM-RO-Y01 Yellow TM-RO-R01 Red
TM-RO-W01 White TM-RO-B01 Blue 
TM-RO-LOGO  Add Logo
TM-RO-N  Add Numbers

BLACK RECYCLED TEE MARKERS

Our most popular Tee Markers - Constructed from premium recycled plastic, water and weatherproof, no painting or 
preservatives required, splinter free, complete with stainless steel base spikes. Black recycled plastic.

These Tee Markers are ideal for logoing, numbering or corporate personalisation.

Plaques are manufactured from Alupanel rather than inferior plastic.

Other Colours Available.

RECYCLED LOG TEE MARKERS

Approx size: 250mm (L) x 80mm (Dia)
TM-RL-Y01 Yellow TM-RL-R01 Red
TM-RL-W01 White TM-RL-B01 Blue 
TM-RL- LOGO  Add Logo (per set 2)
TM-RL-N  Add Numbers (per set 2)

RECYCLED ANGLE TEE MARKERS

TM-RA-01 Red TM-RA-02 Yellow 
TM-RA-03 White TM-RA-04 Blue 
TM-RA-LOGO  Add Logo
TM-RA-N  Add Numbers

Approx size: 76mm x 76mm

RECYCLED BLOCK TEE MARKERS

TM-RB-01 Red TM-RB-02 Yellow
TM-RB-03 White TM-RB-04 Blue 
TM-RB-LOGO  Add Logo
TM-RB-N  Add Numbers

Approx size: 100mm x 100mm

OTHER COLOURS AVAILABLE
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TUBE TEE MARKERS

Approx size:H 100mm x dia 32mm 

Red: TM-TR-01 
Yellow: TM-TY-01 
White: TM-TW-01

Black capped tubular tee marker, 
constructed from PVC tube 
complete with alloy spike. 

DIMPLE 5” TEE MARKERS

Size: 125mm diameter

Red: TM-05250 
Yellow: TM-05253 
White: TM-05251  
Blue: TM-05252 
Black: TM-05255 
Green: TM-05259

High impact polymer dimple 
effect tee markers with moulded 
in spike. Available in six colours.
Can be logoed.

ECONOMY TEE DISCS

Size: 108mm diameter 

Red: TM-ER-01 
White: TM-EW-01 
Blue: TM-EB-01 
Yellow: TM-EY-01

Self coloured polyurethane tee 
disc complete with base spike.

PATTISSON PLASTIC  
BROKEN TEE CADDIE

PAT19000 - Black 
PAT19015 - Yellow 
PAT19025 - Red 
PAT19050 - Green 
PAT19075 - Blue 
PAT19095 - White 
PAT19096 - Orange  

Keeps your tee clean, tidy and free 
of broken tees. 

Made of plastic with integrated 
thread for spike.

RECYCLED BROKEN TEE BOX

TM-RBTB-01

Recycled plastic broken tee 
box with club logo or name on 
attached plate, complete with 
mesh base and rubber feet

Size: 250mm x 200mm x 95mm

Logo decals available on 
economy tee discs. Suitable for 
temporary measures.

PATTISSON STEEL  
BROKEN TEE CADDIE

PAT20111 - Black 
PAT20126 - Yellow 
PAT20136 - Red  
PAT20161 - Green 
PAT20186 - Blue 
PAT20106 - White  

Keeps your tee clean, tidy and  
free of broken tees. 

Made of powder coated steel  
with integrated thread for spike. 

Can be logoed.
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GOLF HOLE STABILISERS

GT-HCS-01

Plastic White rings that are 
placed on top of the hole cup to 
highlight the hole. To ease wear 
and tear in the winter months.

WHITE PLASTIC HOLE CUPS

UK Hole Cup : GT-HC-UK  
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

USA Hole Cup : GT-HC-USA   
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

White PVC UV stabilised hole cups 
resistant to chemicals. Available in 
UK USA or Putting cup size.

BLACK PLASTIC HOLE CUPS  
WITH WHITE LINER

UK Hole Cup: GT-HCB-UK  
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm 

USA Hole Cup: GT-HCB-USA  
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

Identical to the standard white 
plastic hole cup but Black with 
white replaceable PVC liner.

Available in UK or USA size.

ALUMINIUM PHOSPHATE  
HOLE CUPS WITH WHITE LINER 

UK Hole Cup: GT-HCA-UK  
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

USA Hole Cup: GT-HCA-USA  
Size : (H)150mm x (dia)108mm

Cast Aluminium hole cup in matt 
black finish and complete with 
replaceable white PVC liner. 
Available in UK or USA size.

FLAT PACK OF  
9 HOLE CUP LINERS

GT-HCI-02

For use with Alloy hole 
cups.

FLAT LOGOED CUP 
LINERS

GT-HCI-03

For use with Alloy hole 
cups.

SOLID HOLE CUP 
LINERS

GT-HCI-01

For use with Alloy 
hole cups or black 
plastic hole cups.

6” WINTER HOLE CUP UK 
AND US

Heavy Duty Plastic Hole Cup 
for temporary greens.

TJWINTERCUPUKP
TJWINTERCUPUSP

HOLE IN WHITE PAINT (350ML)
GT-SS-1 
Hole in White increases the visibility of the 
hole and is currently used by the PGA, 
Champions and LPGA tours. It takes only 
seconds to apply and is harmless to the soil 
and the turf.

HOLE IN PINK PAINT (350ML)
GT-SS-2

APPLICATOR WITH CUP PROTECTOR
GT-TL-1
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HIO HOLECUTTER (CLAY OR SAND)

GT-HCHIO

A heavy duty impact style precision 
holecutter, easy to use and cuts a 
perfect hole to exacting standards, 
use with either clay or sand single 
circular blade depending on the 
type of green.

HIO REPLACEMENT CLAY BLADE

GT-HCHIO-CB 
Outside sharpened Clay Blade for 
use on clay greens.

HIO REPLACEMENT SAND 
BLADE

GT-HCHIO-SB 
Inside sharpened Sand Blade for use on sand greens.

SINGLE STEM HOLECUTTER 

GT-SSHC-01 
A lightweight single stem holecutter manufactured 
from steel. Sturdy and easy to use. Supplied with 
Extra Reinforced Blades.

EXTRA REINFORCED SINGLE STEM 
REPLACEMENT HOLECUTTER BLADES

GT-SSB-01 
A pair of replacement blades for use with the single 
stem holecutter. Now made from reinforced steel to 
give the same robustness as our heavy duty blades.

A full range of replacement parts are available for the Hio Holecutter.

DEPTH MASTER HOLECUTTER

GT-ECDM-01 
A heavy duty hole cutter but with a built 
in adjustable depth stop to help cut the 
perfect depth every time.  

Cut from depths of 5.5” to 8”

Replacement blades available 

GT-D2016-01

HEAVY DUTY TWIN BLADE HOLE CUTTER

GT-HDC
Strong steel construction. Cuts a 4.25” hole to 
exacting standards. Attractive silver design. Each pair 
of blades are manufactured with extra reinforcement 
making this a hard wearing and substantial piece of 
greenkeeping equipment.
Size : (H)720mm x (W)400mm

EXTRA REINFORCED REPLACEMENT HOLECUTTER 
BLADES FOR HEAVY DUTY HOLE CUTTER

GT-HDB
Our hole cutter blades are manufactured  
from quality reinforced steel to  
ensure hassle free hole cutting. 
Size: (dia) 108mm
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HOLECUPS, HOLECUTTERS & ACCESSORIES 

RUBBER MALLET

GT-RM

Heavy duty rubber mallet ideal for use 
with Heavy Duty Twin Blade Holecutter.

HOLE TRIMMING SCISSORS

GT-TS
Scissors with an ideal curve on 
the blade for trimming the golf 
hole, complete with cranked 
handles for ease of access.

GREENKEEPERS BUCKET BAG

GT-GKBB-01
Heavy duty black canvas bag com-
plete with 3 gal bucket ideal  
for carrying greenkeeping tools. 
Bucket easily replaceable.  
Tools Not Included.

2 GAL DIVOT BUCKET

GT-B-01
Ideal for divot mix or general use.

PATTISSON HOLE CUTTER  
BOARD

PAT606614

Marine Ply Hole Cutter Board  
(18mm)

STAINLESS STEEL  
HOLECUTTING BOARD

GT-HCB-02

A thinner and more  
contemporary design. 
(500mm x 460mm)

RECYCLED HOLECUTTING  
BOARD

GT-HCB-01

Sturdy & practical for ease  
of use in classic black. 
(450mm x 400mm)
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HOLE CUP SETTER

GT-HCS

Robust cast alloy hole cup setting tool.

Colour: Green.  
Size : (dia) 108mm

CAM CUP LIFTER/SETTER

TJ169A- UK
TJ169B- US

Remove or replace hole cups in 
seconds, with this handy back 
saving tool. Available for both UK 
size hole cups and USA size hole 
cups.

6” ALLOY WINTER HOLE CUP 
COVER

TJ39

6” diameter precision machined alloy 
hole cup cover, topped with luxury 
artificial grass.

6” PLASTIC WINTER HOLE CUP 
COVER

GT-WCC-01

A 6” diameter solid golf hole 
cup cover made from extremely 
robust heavy duty HDPE plastic 
material. Slotted in the centre to 
allow easy removal with a flat head 
screwdriver, multi-tool or similar.

GT-WCC-02

6” Plastic Winter Hole Cup Cover with 

artificial grass.

PVC HOLE CUP COVER  
(NO ARTIFICIAL GRASS)

GT-HCCP
Plain Green PVC hole cup cover
Size: (dia) 108mm

PVC HOLE CUP COVER  
(WITH ARTIFICIAL GRASS)

GT-HCCP01
Green PVC cup cover complete  
with artificial grass  
Size: (dia) 108mm

ALLOY HOLE CUP COVER

GT-HCC
Alloy Hole cup cover complete 
with artificial grass
Size: (dia) 108mm
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DIVOT BOXES & DIVOT BAGS

EXCEL PLASTIC DIVOT BOX 

TM-EDB-01  

Dark Green polypropylene divot box. Message 
plate reads ‘Please Repair Divots’ as standard 
but can be changed to suit your requirements, 
such as Club name or alternative message.

Can be logo’d.

Size: 475mm (L) x 383mm (W) x 305 (H) 
Colour: Dark Green

TM-EDB-02  Add Non Standard Text/ 
Background and Club Logo

DIVOT BAGS 

TM-DBAG-01 (Black)

Drawstring cotton divot bags for 
carrying divot mix.

Size: 250mm x 300mm

Other Colours Available

PRACTICE GROUND DIVOT BOX

TM-LDB-01

The perfect solution for practice grounds and 
higher usage areas or an ideal fill up point for 
divot bags, a larger divot box which is 2cu ft in 
size. A UV stabilised polyethylene product with 
a hinged lid and wide mouth for ease of access, 
water tight and durable.

Size: 2 cu ft (50ltrs).   
Colour: Dark Green

DIVOT SCOOP

GT-DS-01

For use with divot boxes 
to scoop divot mix.
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HAZARD & DISTANCE POSTS

PREMIUM RECYCLED PLASTIC SQUARE  
SPIKED POSTS 

White: PH-PR24W
Yellow: PH-PR24Y
Red: PH-PR24R
Blue: PH-PR24B

Excellent quality recycled hazard posts that don’t need 
painting or staining, completely maintenance free and 
float in the water. Radiused top and sides gives a high 
quality finish.  Complete with Steel spike.

Size: 600mm high

RECPLA DISTANCE POSTS 

100: PD-REC-100
150: PD-REC-150
200: PD-REC-200
250: PD-REC-250

Excellent quality recycled plastic posts with radiused top 
and alupanel plaque with distance of your choice.

Logo’s can be applied to the plaques.

Please advise colours and distances on ordering.

These posts come with spikes as standard or can be ordered 
plain for use with a ground socket.

Black is standard but available in brown as a special order.

Size: 1m x 50mm x 50mm

Club Logo Alupanel Plate can be added at an additional cost.

SQUARE HEAVY DUTY COMPOSITE 
GROUND ANCHORS

50mm Square x 150mm Long

PD-REC-PS50
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HAZARD & DISTANCE POSTS

50MM POSTS

White: PH-P50-W  
Green: PH-P50-G

50mm self coloured PVC posts, popular as distance posts – 
please state distance required on ordering -  available with steel 
spikes or posts sockets and complete with black PVC cap.

Size : (H)920mm (dia)50mm

VINYL COVERED POSTS

32mm White/Blue post: PH-P32-WB 
32mm White/Red post:  PH-P32-WR 
32mm White/Green post: PH-P32-WG 
32mm White/Yellow post: PH-P32-WG 
50mm White/Blue post: PH-P50-WB 
50mm White/Red post: PH-P50-WR 
50mm White/Green post: PH-P50-WG 
50mm White/Yellow post: PH-P50-WY 

White PVC posts with the top 406mm 
covered in quality vinyl for a brightly coloured. 

Alternatively, these can also be used as 
distance posts - please state distance 
required when ordering.

Available in 32mm diameter or 50mm 
diameter – please use relevant code. 

Size: (H)920mm x 32mm (or 50mm dia)

*(add ‘S’ to end of code for spiked posts)  
for sockets order separately.

32MM HAZARD POSTS

White: PH-P32-W  
Yellow: PH-P32-Y  
Red: PH-P32-R

32mm diameter PVC self coloured posts available with steel 
spikes or post sockets c/w black pvc cap.

Size: (H)920mm x (dia)32mm.

POST SOCKETS

PH-PS for 32mm posts
PH-P50-S for 50mm posts

SOCKET HAMMER

PH-PS-H  for 32mm socket
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DISTANCE DISCS & MARKERS

MEASURED POINT MARKERS

Red: TM-MP-R01
Yellow: TM-MP-Y01
White: TM-MP-W01 

Self coloured polyurethane marker.  Set into 
the ground using a holecutter.  Set at the 
point at which the course is to be measured.

Size: (dia) 108mm

RECYCLED 11” FAIRWAY DISCS

Red: PD-RFD-01
Yellow: PD-RFD-02
White:PD-RFD-03 
Blue: PD-RFD-04

Set on a recycled plastic disc with an inset 
ground spike for easy installation. They are 
easily seen on the fairway and look great 
when set on or just below the turf line.

Logo and Yardage option available at  
extra cost.

RECYCLED TEE INFORMATION DISCS

PD-RTID-01

Similar to the fairway discs, these fully 
customisable discs work great as Tee 
Information Signs. The details/information 
is digitally printed and covered with clear 
Poly Protection cover to give it extra 
durability.

Discs Include Logo and Tee Information.
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DISTANCE DISCS & MARKERS

LAMINATED YARDAGE MARKERS 12”

These plastic laminated markers are 19mm thick 
and engraved with your choice of yardage. They 
are fade resistant and come with a spike. Standard 
colours and yardage or bespoke.

TJGM110R – Red/100yd White 
TJGM110Y – Yellow/150yd Black 
TJGM110W – White/200yd Black

1.5M FAIRWAY INDICATOR POST

SG09700

Heavy Duty PVC Black and White Striped. 
1.5m Tall supplied with top cap and 50mm 
Dia ground socket.

ECONOMY TEE DISTANCE MARKER 

White: TJ141900 
Yellow: TJ141901 
Blue: TJ141902 
Red: TJ141903 
Black: TJ141905

19cm Shock Proof. UV-resistant plastic marker 
with spear. Special mould with several grooves 
improves durability, Can be mowed over.
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LONGEST DRIVE & 
NEAREST THE PIN

NEAREST THE PIN MARKER COMPLETE WITH 
WHITE BOARD 
NTP-MP-01

LONGEST DRIVE MARKER COMPLETE WITH 
WHITE BOARD  
NTP-ML-01

MEASURING PIN

NTP-FP-S 
Standard flagpin for use with tie flags

NTP-FP-D 
Deluxe flagpin for use with Velcro flags

NTP-FP-T 
Tubelock flagpin for use with tubelock flags

A 2mtr flagpin with metric measurements printed 
onto the pin for ease of measuring ball to hole.  
Please state type of pin required on ordering.

NEAREST THE PIN SIGN 
NTP-SN-01 

LONGEST DRIVE SIGN 
NTP-SL-01

A sign to advise an ‘on this hole activity’. The 
markers are manufactured from durable alupanel 
material with an ogee top design in a classic dark 
green colour.

These are made as standard with ‘Nearest the pin 
on this hole’ or ‘Longest drive on this hole’ printed 
on them but the text can be changed to your 
specific requirements.

Golf club name, logo or sponsorship can also 
be added. The signs are supplied with an alloy 
ground spike for fixture.

Size: 255mm x 200mm

PROXIMITY MARKERS 
SG10700

Placed on the Tee, Fairway or Green. 
These Proximity Markers can be used 
to mark hole contests such as “Longest 
Drive”, “Closest to the Pin” and “Long-
est Putt”. Four Markers per Set.

Each set contains:
Four Markers with pencil holders. Four 
packs of double-sided cards (25each) 
printed with Long Drive on one side 
and Proximity on the other.

SG10701  Replacement Cards  
(25 Double Sided)
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FLAGS

PLAIN FLAGS

2 ply woven polyester flags with quadruple strong nylon 
stitching and extra reinforcement on the corners.

TUBELOCK
F-LN-R01
F-LN-Y01
F-LN-W01
F-LN-B01

VELCRO
F-VN-R01 
F-VN-Y01
F-VN-W01 
F-VN-B01

TIE
F-TN-R01 
F-TN-Y01
F-TN-W01 
F-TN-B01

Red: 
Yellow:
White:
Blue:

NUMBERED FLAGS

2 ply woven polyester flags with quadruple strong nylon 
stitching and extra reinforcement on the corners.

TUBELOCK
F-LN-RNS
F-LN-YNS
F-LN-WNS
F-LN-WNS

VELCRO
F-VN-RNS 
F-VN-YNS
F-VN-WNS 
F-VN-BNS

TIE
F-TN-RNS
F-TN-YNS
F-TN-WNS 
F-TN-BNS

Red: 
Yellow:
White:
Blue:

CHEQUERED FLAGS 

Sewn nylon chequers, quadruple strong nylon stitching 
with extra reinforcement on the corners.

TUBELOCK
F-LNC-RB
F-LNC-YB
F-LNC-WB
F-LNC-BW

VELCRO
F-VNC-RB
F-VNC-YB
F-VNC-WB
F-VNC-BW

TIE
F-TNC-RB
F-TNC-YB
F-TNC-WB
F-TNC-BW

Red/Black: 
Yellow/Black:
White/Black:
Blue/White:

AIRFLOW FLAGS

Polyester fabric covered in air vent holes which are 
manufactured into the fabric allowing air to pass through. 
These flags offer an alternative option and are particularly 
popular for windy courses.

TUBELOCK
F-TLA-R
F-TLA-Y
F-TLA-W
F-TLA-B

VELCRO
F-VA-R
F-VA-Y
F-VA-W 
F-VA-B

TIE
F-TA-R
F-TA-Y
F-TA-W 
F-TA-B

Red: 
Yellow:
White:
Blue:
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CLUBHOUSE FLAGS

A final touch for any golf or sports club, available in 6ft x 4ft 
or 5ft x 3ft sizes and supplied toggled and ready to fly.  
These can be digitally printed with your club logo or design.  

A variety of base colours are available so please advise 
your requirements. Available single or double sided.

Clubhouse flags are also available in single ply national flag 
designs. 

FLUORESCENT FLAGS

TIE CODES 
Yellow: F-TN-IY-01 
Orange: F-TN-IO-01

VELCRO CODES 
Yellow: F-VN-IY-01 
Orange: F-VN-IO-01

450mm x 300mm flags manufactured using a high 
quality special Hi-Vis material. Great when extra visibility 
is required.

SPECIAL OCCASION FLAGS

We print flags for special occasions such as Captains Day, 
Anniversaries, Remembrance Day or Sponsorships.  
Please enquire with your requirements.
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FLAGS

HEAT TRANSFER VINYL FLAGS

HTV Flags involve first recreating your logo/
image on to cut vinyl and using heat to bond 
this to the fabric of the flags. The logo itself, 
can either be a simple one or two colour 
design which will be cut out from the vinyl or 
it can be a full colour design which will first be 
digitally printed before being cut.

Available in Tubelock, Velcro or Tie
Colours: Blue, White, Red or Yellow

DIGITALLY PRINTED FLAGS

Our Full Colour, Digitally Printed flags give 
you the most flexibility in terms of flag/logo 
design. There is almost no limit to what you can 
have printed and where it is printed on these 
flags. Full Colour images, printed borders and 
even wording running up the tubed section 
of the flags are all possible. These are double 
sided flags & as they are a full digital prints the 
background colour of the flag is determined by 
your design so you can have any colour.

Available in Tubelock, Velcro or Tie
Colours: Any
Minimum Quantity 18

EMBROIDERED FLAGS

Our Embroidered Flags are high quality, 
exceptionally attractive and made to your 
specification.

The raised stitching gives a unique and textured 
look to your logo and there is no limit on stitch 
colours. These are manufactured from high quality 
nylon fabric and are embroidered on both sides 
before being sewn together with bonded nylon 
thread. Also, features reinforcement stitch areas 
around the outer of the flag for extra durability.

Available in Tubelock, Velcro or Tie
Colours: Any 
Minimum Quantity 18
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FLAGPIN ACCESSORIES

RUBBER GROMMET 
(BAG OF 20)

FP-A-14

Rubber ring type grommet 
alternative for placement 
flags (bags of 20).

D-RING TIE CLIPS

FP-A-02

Steel tie clips for stand-
ard flagpins.

DELUXE SWIVEL AT-
TACHMENT  
(2 PARTS)

FP-A-06 Swivel collar
FP-A-07 Screw grommet

Plastic replacement parts 
for swivel attachment for 
deluxe flagpins.

FLAGPIN TOP CAP

FP-A-01

Black PVC top cap to 
fit standard and deluxe 
flagpins.

UK PLASTIC FERRULE 
FP-A-03

USA PLASTIC FERRULE 
FP-A-12

UK METAL FERRULE 
FP-A-04

USA METAL FERRULE 
FP-A-05

FP-A-05

FP-A-03

FP-A-04

FERRULES

Locking type ferrules available in plastic or metal to fit either UK or USA 
holecups. These are suited to our Standard, Deluxe, Tubelock and  
Javelin flagpins.

PLACEMENT FLAGS

FP-PF-R01 Red FP-PF-Y01 Yellow
FP-PF-W01 White FP-PF-B01 Blue

150mm x 200mm placement flags available in red, yellow, white or blue.
Please state whether for ½” or ¾” Flagpins.

TUBELOCK THREADED TOP CAP

FP-A-09 - Plastic Replacement tubelock flagpin top caps.
FP-A-15 - Nylon Top Nut for Tubelock threaded top caps.
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FLAGPINS

STANDARD FLAGPINS  

FP-STD  

Popular D-ring attachment flagpin made 
from 12.7mm fibreglass rod for use with 
tie flags and available with UK or USA  
plastic or metal ferrules.

State colour, size and ferrule type on 
ordering.

Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr

Colour options are:  Plain White, White 
with Black Base only , White with Black 
Stripe, Plain Yellow, Yellow with Black 
Base Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.  
Other stripe colours are available on 
request.

DELUXE FLAGPINS  

FP-DEL  

Deluxe flagpins are manufactured from 
12.7mm fibreglass rod with thick pin 
tapes for lasting durability and a swivel 
attachment suitable to hold velcro or tie 
flags.  These are available with UK or 
USA plastic or metal ferrules.

State colour, size and ferrule type on 
ordering.

Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr

Colour options are:  Plain White, White 
with Black Base only , White with Black 
Stripe, Plain Yellow, Yellow with Black 
Base Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.  
Other stripe colours are available on 
request.

TUBELOCK FLAGPINS 

FP-TBW  

Tubelock flagpins have the threaded 
top cap for secure fixing of tubelock 
flags, they are manufactured from 
12.7mm fibreglass rod and are available 
with UK or USA plastic or metal ferrules.

State colour, size and ferrule type on 
ordering.

Available in 2mtr 2.5mtr or 3mtr 
2.3m Links Striping

Colour options are:  Plain White, White 
with Black Base only , White with Black 
Stripe, Plain Yellow, Yellow with Black 
Base Only, Yellow with Black Stripe.  
Other stripe colours are available on 
request.
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JAVELIN STYLE FLAGPINS  

FP-JAV  

Javelin flagpins are tapered at each 
end leaving them larger in the centre 
for added weight,  2.3m in length and 
complete with threaded tops and metal 
ferrules, for use with tubelock flags.

State colour and ferrule type on 
ordering.

Available in 2.3m only 

Colour options are: White with Black 
Base only , White with Black Stripe, 
Yellow with Black Base only, Yellow with 
Black Stripe, Plain White, Plain Yellow 

ECONOMY PVC FLAGPINS 

FP-E 

Winter flagpins are made from 
1830mm x 22mm PVC tube for 
an economical alternative, only 
available plain white  or black & 
white these economy pins do not 
require a ferrule and  fit directly into 
UK size cups only.

FLAGPIN STRIPING ILLUSTRATION 

Illustration to show base and stripe widths 
as well as gap sizes. Applicable to Standard, 
Deluxe, Tubelock, Javelin and Links Striping 
Flagpins. 

NOTE: All of our flagpins have a 
premium PVC shrink wrap applied for 
the stripes and bases.

Gap 2 
25cm

Stripe 
25cm

Gap 1 
43cm

Base 
70cm

Stripe 10cm 
Gap 13cm

Base 60cm

2m 2.5m 3m

Base
70cm

Gap 1
43cm

Stripe
25cm

Gap 2
25cm

2m 2.5m 3m 7.5ft

Base 60cm

Gap 13cm

Stripe 10cm

7.5ft

Base
70cm

Gap 1
43cm

Stripe
25cm

Gap 2
25cm

2m 2.5m 3m 7.5ft

Base 60cm

Gap 13cm

Stripe 10cm

Links 
Striping

OTHER STRIPE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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SPECIALIST TURFCARE TOOLS

30” (76CM) LEVELAWN

BLL760

The original and industry standard Greenkeeper Levelawn is lightweight 
and ideal for spreading screened topsoil. The 3 inner bars are open at 
the top to catch any small stones, with the front and rear are angled to 
remove excess material.

36” (91CM) LEVELAWN

BLL900

A heavier and wider version of our 30” levelawn.

6FT DRAG BRUSH

TCT-DB-01

The 6ft drag brush comprises of a heavy duty steel frame enclosing 
stiff nylon bristle brush heads.  The frame helps it adjust to any angle 
and is an ideal tool for removing dew and worm casts,  
grass grooming, ground clearance and top dressing.

6FT X 4FT STEEL DRAG MAT

TCT-DM-01

Steel drag mat with flexible mesh for use when over 
seeding, applying top dressing  or ideal for surface 
renovation of hard surfaces.  

A heavy duty option that can be rolled up for easy lifting 
and storage, is supplied with chain, handle and draw bar.

1.5MTR X 1MTR RUBBER DRAG MAT

TCT-RDM-01

Rubber drag mat ideal for levelling out and 
removing debris from most artificial and natural 
surfaces. A lightweight option and an alternative 
to the steel mat.  
Supplied with chain and handle.
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STIMPMETER

TCT-SM-01

A device used to measure the 
speed of a green by applying a 
known force to a golf ball and 
measuring the distance travelled 
in feet to determine the speed of 
the green.

A precision measuring tool.

ROTARY SEED SLOTTER

TCT-RSS-01

A handy tool to help with the 
aeration and over seeding, 
designed to penetrate the surface 
area to a minimum depth.  

For use on all fine turf areas.

TURF AERATOR FORK

TCT-TAF-01 

For compacted soils and lawns, 
removes cores for longer lasting 
aeration particularly on clay soils.  
Beneficial at any time for reviving 
dry patches or hard areas. Helps 
reduce moss in damp areas by 
improving drainage.

Simple and cost effective for areas 
up to 10m2

HEXAGON TURF RENOVATOR

TCT-HTR-01

Hexagon shaped turf renovator cuts 
7” (180mm) pieces of hexagonal turf 
x 3-4” (80-100mm) deep. 
Simply use body weight to 
apply pressure to cut sections – 
these can then be stored in the 
central area of the tool for easy 
transportation. A quick and effective 
turf repair tool.

SQUARE TURF 
RENOVATOR

TCT-STR-01

Cuts 9” (230mm) square pieces 
of turf inclining to the root base 
ensuring minimal root loss and an 
exact cut. Results in a quick and 
neat fit into exchanged areas.

Quick recovery and true surface 
level is maintained.

UNDERHILL GULP SYRINGE 
ULTRA

UA-G12S-C 

340gr/stroke, 30,48cm pump 
chamber, 30cm outlet hose.
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SPECIALIST TURFCARE TOOLS

RAINFALL MEASURE

TCT-RFM-01

A conical shaped measure 
calibrated in millilitres for 
measuring rainfall.

(wooden pole not 
included)

SOIL THERMOMETER

TCT-ST-01

A soil probe for inserting 
into the substance being 
measured and reading the 
temperature.

SPRINKLER HEAD TRIMMER

Handle: 
TCT-SHTH-01

For removing grass away from 
sprinkler heads, handle fits to 
sprinkler head cutter and when 
rotated with downward pressure 
grass is removed.  

3” Sprinkler trimmer complete 
with handle: 
TCT-STH-3C

Sprinkler trimmer size 85mm 
(3.35”) is supplied as a complete 
unit inc handle.

TRIMMER HEADS

TCT-STH

Purchase trimmer handle 
separately. 

4” (100mm)
5” (125mm)
6” (150mm)
7” (175mm)
8” (200mm)
9” (225mm)
10” (250mm)
11” (225mm)

SOIL SAMPLER 1.5”

TCT-15SS-01

1.5” soil sampler for 
general use, complete 
with heat hardened tip. 
Soil sample can be 
viewed in hollowed area.

SOIL SAMPLER 1”

TCT-1SS-01

1” soil sampler for 
general use, complete 
with heat hardened tip. 
Soil sample can be 
viewed in hollowed area.
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SPECIALIST TOOLS

PLASTIC HEAD BALL SCOOP

T-PHBS

The scoop head is polypropylene which is a durable 
and economic option, the alloy handle is 2500mm 
in length and is complete with rubber hand grips.  
Heads can be easily replaced.

ALLOY HEAD BALL SCOOP

T-AHBS

A heavier duty ball scoop option with a cast aluminium 
head, the alloy handle is 2500mm in length and 
supplied with rubber hand grips. Heads can be easily 
replaced.

BLUE DEW BROOM

T-BDB-01

A new shorter stiffer dew broom at just 
2mtrs wide, supplied complete with 
aluminium handle. 

An excellent partner to the traditional 
dew broom, perfect for the removal 
of dew, excellent on worm casts and 
the added bonus of smoothing in top 
dressing.
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SPECIALIST TOOLS

DEW BROOM

T-DB-01

3mtr wide nylon bristle broom for removing dew off 
greens. A traditional effective tool, supplied in two 
parts which are bolted together on the holding bracket, 
supplied complete with aluminium handle. 

FOLDING DEW BROOM

T-FDB-01

Designed for fast removal of dew from greens, the 
3mtrs wide nylon bristle broom is in two halves fixed 
together via a strong aluminium holding bracket. The 
folding concept is ideal for transportation around the 
course, and the PVC handle allows quick and easy 
movement for setting up and storing. 

SWITCH STICK

T-SS-01 Switch Stick
T-ST-01  Replacement Switch Tips (Pkt 5)

Our switch stick has a stainless steel collet so as not to 
split and wear quickly. Manufactured from aluminium 
tube making this a hard wearing weatherproof product. 
It is supplied complete with a 8mm diameter tip which 
is replaceable and available to purchase separately in 
packs of 5.

Switch Stick: Length: 2000mm extends to 4100mm
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MCDIVOT FAIRWAY DIVOT REPAIR ANCHORS

T-MCD-1000  (1000 units) 
T-MCD-5000  (5000 units)

McDivots are the perfect solution for repairing divots made by golfers, 
they are fast acting and help the divot re-root to the fairway. 
Divot repair is essential. The McDivot anchors prevent the divot being 
moved by birds, the wind or mowers and allows quick repair. 
The anchors biodegrade shortly after the divot has re-rooted.  
Size : 2” (5cms)  choose from 1000 or 5000 units per box. 

GREENSTAKE BIODEGRADABLE STAKES

T-BGS-4  (4” stakes) 500 units 
T-BGS-6  (6” stakes) 500 units

Greenstakes are tough and can be driven into the hardest of 
Grounds. They are 100% biodegradable and therefore break down 
naturally without harming the environment. These are ideal for 
greenkeepers to use when dealing with new turf or sods, seed 
germination or frost blankets. Can also be used with weed control 
fabrics, netting or meshes.

Available in 4” or 6” with 500 units per box. 

STRAIGHT EDGE SQUEEGEE

TJ76924 24” 
TJ76936 36”

General Purpose Straight Edge Squeegee with 66” (165cm)  
blue Aluminium Handle.

ROLLER SQUEEGEE

T-SBRS-01 24” 
T-SBRS-02 36”

A heavy duty roller squeegee with a firm non absorbent roller 
complete with angled aluminium handle for correct positioning. 
An ideal tool for pushing standing water from greens or tees.
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SPECIALIST TOOLS

HEAVY DUTY CONTRACTORS 
DIGGING FORKS

Solid forged from one piece of 
steel. Designed for breaking up 
uncultivated ground, hardcore and 
digging trenches.

HANDLE: 28”/711MM ASH

WEIGHT: 2.3KG

SIZE: BLADE: 8” WIDE X 12” LONG

SQUARE MOUTH SHOVEL

Available in T- D handle. Used for 
shovelling out or concrete mixing, 
working tarmac and cement, 
backfilling trenches and manouvering 
ballast.

HANDLE: 28” / 711MM  
ASH T OR D

WEIGHT: 2.2KG

SIZE: BLADE: 8” WIDE X 10.1/2” LONG

RC-HFSSAT 
(T handle)

RC-HFSAMY 
(D handle)

SOLID FORGED TREADED  
DIGGING SPADES 

Heavy duty spade designed to cope 
with arduous digging tasks.

Integrated treads provide better grip, 
increased comfort and protection to 
the user’s feet.

HANDLE: 28”/711MM ASH

WEIGHT: 2.3KG

SIZE: BLADE: 7.5” WIDE X 11.5” LONG

RC-2SSSAT 
(T handle)

RC-2SSAMY 
(D handle)

RC-TSSSAT 
(T handle)

RC-TSSAMY 
(D handle)
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NO.2 TAPER MOUTH SHOVEL
Used for shovelling out or concrete mixing, working 
tarmac and cement, backfilling trenches and 
manoeuvring ballast.

RC-2TSSAT  
(T handle)

RC-2TSAMY  
(D handle)

METAL TINE LAWN RAKE 

RC-22LRGP 
Used for a variety of grass 
applications including scarifying, 
clearing leaves and grass cuttings.  
22 Tines

HANDLE: 54” HARDWOOD HANDLE
SIZE: 18” WIDE

(T handle) (D handle)

ALUMINIUM SHOVELS 

These shovels are used for a wide variety of lightweight 
general purpose work, from shovelling sand, gravel and earth.

HANDLE: 28” / 711MM ASH T.
WEIGHT: 1.6KG.
SIZE: BLADE: 12” WIDE X 14.1/2” LONG

RC-08ALAT  No.8 T Handle 
RC-08ALPY  No. 8 D Handle

GARDEN PRO 26T PLASTIC LEAF RAKE 

RC-26LRGP 
Designed for use on large lawns for 
clearing leaves, grass and lightweight 
debris. Made from high grade, virgin 
material that is very durable and tough.

HANDLE: 54”/ 1220MM HARDWOOD
WEIGHT: 1KG
SIZE: 24” / 610MM WIDE
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SPECIALIST TOOLS

LONG HANDLED EDGING SHEARS

RC-EDGSHE
 
Pressed and Teflon® Coated from 
high quality heat treated steel with 
tubular aluminium handles.

Ideal for cutting and trimming lawn 
edges and borders without bending.

HANDLE: 36”/910MM ALUMINIUM
WEIGHT: 1.2KG

PUSH DRAINAGE TOOL  

RC-PUSSO 

TELESCOPIC BYPASS LOPPERS

RC-TSBLOP
Pressed and Teflon® Coated from 
high quality heat treated steel 
with tubular aluminium handles. 
Powerful loppers with extending 
shafts to offer greater leverage 
and reach. Bypass action loppers 
are generally used for living 
wood.

PRODUCT HANDLE: ALUMINIUM
PRODUCT WEIGHT: 1.7KG
PRODUCT SIZE: BLADE: 27” EXT 
TO: 38.5” 

TURFING IRON 

RC-TURIRO 

Designed to facilitate the lifting and 
paring of turf.  Ergonomically shaped 
to reduce fatigue and user strain. 
Ash shaped T Handle.

5” DUTCH HOE 

RC-DUHOGP
 
For weeding and hoeing between 
plants, shrubs, and seedlings. The 
slightly angled blade and long handles 
maximise reach which reduce potential 
user strain injuries.

HANDLE: 54” / 1370MM ASH HANDLE
WEIGHT: 1.3KG
SIZE: BLADE: 5” / 127MM

SOLID FORGED EDGING KNIFE 

RC-EXTRAT
 
Solid forged professional quality  
edging knife.
Fitted with a 30’’ Ash handle with an 
extended hilt for double handed use.

HANDLE: 36” / 914MM EXTENDED ASH 
T. PRODUCT 
WEIGHT: 2KG. 
SIZE: BLADE: 8” / 203MM

PULL DRAINAGE TOOL  

RC-PULSCO-01

Designed for clearing drainage 
ditches and channels with a pull 
action. Head: 4” x 16”  Handle: 72”
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PREMIER LINE MARKER PAINT 

White: P807090W
Yellow: P807090Y
Red: P807090R
Green: P807090G
Blue: P807090B
Orange: P807090O

The new Premier Line marking 
paint is an environmentally 
friendly paint (non CFC) and 
reach compliant.

750ml per can.

STRIMMER LINE 

Round  T-SLR-02 (2.4mm) T-SLR-03 (3mm)
Square  T-SLS-02 (2.4mm) T-SLS-03 (3mm)
Nylsaw T-SLN-01 (3mm only) 

Round, square or Nylsaw strimmer line available in
2.4mm or 3mm diameter.

ALLOY SNOW SHOVEL

T-CSS

The stainless steel leading edge improves the 
effectiveness of the front edge and prolongs the 
life of the snow shovel. This leaves safer surfaces, 
requiring less salt and reducing time and money in 
making safer walkways.
Also an ideal tool for collecting cores.

WHEEL APPLICATOR AND  
HAND APPLICATOR 

P807095: Two Wheel Applicator
P807069: Four Wheel Applicator
P807070: Hand Applicator

PATTISSON PRO HAND APPLICATOR 

P807071 
Industrial quality paint  
handgun slides to size  
to hold paint and has  
a handy trigger to  
operate the nozzle.

PATTISSON PRO LONG HANDLE 
APPLICATOR  

P807072         
Industrial quality paint applicator slides 
to size to hold paint and has a handy 
trigger to operate the nozzle. Wheel  
for stability and straight lines and 
Ergonomic design to minimize  
body strain.
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BESPOKE RECYCLED PRODUCTS

BESPOKE RECYCLED PRODUCTS

Manufactured In house and customized to suit your 
needs. Tee Markers, Information Signs, Entrance Signs, 
Car Park Signs and Directional Signs.
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ECO RECYCLED SIGNAGE

ECO RECYCLED COURSE MAP SIGN

Our Eco-Friendly Course Map signs are manufactured 
individually in house using recycled plastic. This material is ideal 
for outdoor use due to its water and weatherproof properties.

The sign measures 135cm High x 1050cm Wide. Main Panel 
size is 90cm x 50cm, Sponsor Panel size (not shown) is 90cm 
x 20cm The signage panels are alupanel with digitally printed 
vinyl which is then laminated for extra durability. The signage 
panels can be easily replaced at a later date while the recycled 
plastic frames will stand for years to come. We can offer flexible 
design options and with a full choice of colours and fonts. 
We are sure to be able to meet your requirements.  
Logos or borders can also be added at your preference.

Post sockets and map images are optional extras.

TM-RTIS-04F 
Black Recycled Flat Top Tee Course Map Sign No Sponsor
TM-RTIS-05F 
Black Recycled Flat Top Tee Course Map Sign with Sponsor

ECO RECYCLED TEE INFORMATION SIGN

Our Eco-Friendly Tee Information signs are manufactured 
individually in house using recycled plastic. This material is ideal 
for outdoor use due to its water and weatherproof properties.

The signs measure as standard 135cm high x 75cm wide and 
are available with or without the sponsor boards. Main panel 
size is 60cm x 40cm, Sponsor panel size 60cm x 20cm.

The signage panels are alupanel with digitally printed vinyl 
which is then laminated for extra durability.

The signage panels can be easily replaced at a later date while 
the recycled plastic frames will stand for years to come.

We can offer flexible design options and with a full  choice 
of colours and fonts we are sure to be able to meet your 
requirements.

Logos or borders can also be added at your preference.

Post sockets and map images are optional extras.

TM-RTIS-01F 
Black Recycled Flat Top Tee Information Sign No Sponsor

TM-RTIS-02F 
Black Recycled Flat Top Tee Information Sign With Sponsor
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ECO RECYCLED SIGNAGE

ECO RECYCLED TEE INFORMATION POSTS

TM-RTIP-60 (60cm posts)  
TM-RTIP-80 (80cm posts)  
TM-RTIP-100 (100cm posts)

These Tee Information Posts are 12cm deep x 16cm wide and
are available in three height options - 60cm / 80cm / 100cm.
They have a classic natural design and the plates are fully 
customisable allowing for pretty much any design you require.
The posts are available in black as per the image or brown or  
grey as a special. Available with a ground socket as an 
optional extra. Sponsor plates are also available to fit 
underneath the tee information plates. All designs are flexible 
and will be manufactured to your specification - logos, 
borders, designs and fonts can all be as required. These are 
also ideal as directional posts.

ECO RECYCLED ENTRANCE SIGN WITH SLIDE SIGNS

SS-ERES-01 

Made to order and as per your requirements – this particular 
design is based on measurements of 1500mm high x 750mm 
wide with two reversible slide signs, that slot in and out for 
easy exchange of messages.  

As with all our bespoke signage you decide your colour 
scheme, design and graphics required. An ideal sign for the 
entrance to inform golfers of up to date information.

ECO RECYCLED INFORMATION SIGN  

As with all our eco signage these are manufactured 
in house so the information signs are based on your 
requirements. Just advise us of your choice of colours, 
logos, and the information you wish to display. These 
signs can be concreted in to place however sockets are 
also available as an additional extra.
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SIGNS

RECYCLED PLASTIC CAR PARK SIGNS

SS-RCPS-01  
Black Recycled Car Park Sign no sponsor board

SS-RCPS-02 
Black Recycled Car Park Sign with sponsor board

Car Park Signs with and without sponsor  
Board Premium quality recycled plastic car  
park sign. 50cm Wide inc posts x 50cm High 
complete with 15cm long stainless steel spikes.  
Main plate size 40cm wide x 20cm high,  
sponsor plate 40cm wide x 10cm high.  
Also available with ground sockets.

RECYCLED PLASTIC POST SIGN

SS-1812RP

18” x 12” alupanel sign complete with 12” 
recycled plastic post and stainless steel 
spike. Also available with ground sockets.

All signs can be designed with your colour scheme and graphics and club logo

RECYCLED PLASTIC DIRECTIONAL SIGNS

SS-RDS-01  
Black Recycled Directional sign

Bespoke directional signs in premium quality 
recycled plastic. 40cm wide inc posts x 35cm high 
complete with 15cm long stainless steel spike. Plate 
size 30cm wide x 10cm high.
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SIGNS

STANDARD SIGNS   

Standard Sizes available are:

SS-64  (6” x 4”)  
SS-96  (9” x 6”)   
SS-128 (12” x 8”)   
SS -1212 (12” x 12”)
SS-1812 (12” x 18”)
SS-2412 (24” x 12”)

Standard Signs are available in a range 
of sizes, colours and font styles. 

Borders and logos can be added on 
request. 

They are manufactured from durable 
Alupanel which is a strong, colourfast 
material.

Simply state your required message, 
colour and size and if you require 
ground stake or drill holes for fixture.
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BUNKER, MEMBERS & 
SPECIALIST RAKES

STANDARD GOLF BUNKER RAKES 

THE CHIEF 
T-SG11910 20” Head with 60” 
Gator Grip Handle

T-SG11920 20” Head with 72” 
Gator Grip Handle

Designed by a golf course 
superintendent to be used with 
the “Aussie Style” of bunker 
maintenance. 

This tine-less or “toothless” rake 
has two sides, a smooth side 
to help pack down the vertical 
sides of a bunker, and a side with 
ridges to rough up the bottom of 
the bunker without leaving large 
grooves in the sand.

TOUR PRO 
T-SG11720 20” Head with 60” 
Gator Grip Handle

T-SG11770 25” Head with 72” 
Gator Grip Handle

The stronger, lighter material has 
tines to help move deep sanded 
bunker sand into place. Flip 
over and the ridges smooth the 
playing surface without leaving 
the sand compacted and flat. Less 
expensive and a wider coverage 
than many of its competitors.

TOUR LITE 
T-SG12375 15” Head with 54”  
Green Ultralight Handle

When weight is the issue, the Tour 
Lite rake is the lightest you’ll find.

PVC RAKE STAND 
T-RS-02

Manufactured to fit 1” or 23mm rake 
handles this PVC ‘A’ shaped rake stand is 
supplied with a small screw which holds the 
rake handles in place and keeps them off 
the ground.

PATTISSON PRO RAKE 
PAT507650 17” Head with 54” Green Fibreglass Handle

PAT507661 25” Head with 72” Green Fibreglass Handle

The rounded edges on each end of the rake head for a clean finish in the 
bunker and it’s high density lightweight polythene head makes it light and 
easy to handle. Guaranteed no splinters with the extra strong composite 
handle. Two handle and two head sizes.
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BUNKER, MEMBERS & SPECIALIST RAKES

ECONOMY MEMBERS RAKE

White: T-EMR-01W 
For quantities of 50+ T-EMR-50W
Green: T-EMR-01G 
For quantities of 50+ T-EMR-50G

One of our best selling rakes, an economic 
option for use by members as they are a 
lightweight and easy to use rake with a durable 
poly head. The rakes have 14 poly teeth and a 
curved flat smoother on the reverse.  Supplied 
complete with pvc handle.  Available in White 
or Dark Green and with a discounted price if 
bought in quantities of 50+.

PATTISSON SCREW-FIT STANDARD RAKE

PAT507505C - Rake Complete 
PAT507505T - Head Only 
PAT507507G - Handle Only 

Fibreglass 120cm handle complete with  
factory fitted grip. Handle screw-fits into  
58cm head. 

Colour Green.

BLACK POLY BOW HEAD BUNKER RAKE 
T-P19-01 

A black headed durable and flexible bunker 
rake with 20 poly teeth and a distinctive bow 
shaped head.

A lightweight effective tool.

550mm wide supplied with 152cm wooden 
handle as standard.

WOODEN HAY RAKE  

T-WHR-01

A traditional wooden hay rake made from ash and 
silver birch. A classic design for raking and turning 
hay, they also work great on golf course raking 
bunkers. The rake head is 78cm wide with 16 x 
8cm tines (teeth) spaced 4.7cm apart. The overall 
length with handle is 182cm (6ft). Weight 1.4kg. The 
rakes are made with an ash handle and head plus 
a steam bent bow for strength. The pegs are made 
from silver birch.
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LANDSCAPER RAKE

T-LAND-01

A popular choice for 
landscaping this cast 
aluminium head has 18 alloy 
teeth and is 68cm wide. 
Ideal for levelling sand 
and gravel and the brace 
brackets add extra strength. 
Supplied with a wooden 
handle as standard.

LIGHT ALLOY RAKE

T-LAR-01 

The lightweight aluminium 
construction of this rake makes 
it easy to handle and the teeth 
are cut to a perfect 40mm 
to ensure sand is left with an 
even consistency.  Unlike cast 
alloy the teeth do not snap if 
accidentally knocked.

16P POLY HAY RAKE

T-PRH-01
short tooth option: T-PRH-02 

A popular choice with
greenkeepers for raking 
bunkers and leaves from the
course. A yellow poly head 
rake with 16 teeth and sturdy 
frame attached to a wooden 
152cm handle. Rake head 
measures 66cm.’
  

18E METAL RAKE

T-18E-01 

An all purpose steel rake,
with its wide head and sturdy
steel teeth the 18E is the
landscapers choice for grading
land in preparation for seeding.
The back edge of this rake
aids grading and levelling.
71cm width rake head.

32P POLY RAKE

T-P32-01

65cm wide (2cm gap 
between teeth) Self 
cleaning leaf and grass 
rake with back supports 
to a allow debris to build 
up. When full lift and 
debris will fall away.
  

DEBRIS REMOVAL 
RAKE

T-DRR-01

The debris rake is 
designed to remove 
anything over 12mm out 
of a sand bunker. 
Use in dry weather for 
best results, supplied 
complete with a 152cm 
wooden handle. 
Rake head measures 
406mm x 108mm.
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PRACTICE NETS, DRIVING MATS 
& ARTIFICIAL TURF

GOLF PRACTICE NETS  

GPN-01 Single Bay complete 3mx3mx3m 
GPN–02 Double Bay complete 3mx6mx3m
GPN-03 Triple Bay complete 3mx9mx3m 
 
Our practice net enclosures are available with single, double or triple bay options. The frame itself is constructed from  
42mm galvanised steel tubes.

Ground sockets are included in the package which can either be bolted directly to the ground or sunk below the ground 
depending on preference. The enclosures consist of 2 nets, the first, or outer net sections off each bay. The second net,  
or baffle net covers the back wall and is designed to absorb the high impact of repeated golf ball strikes.

There are two types of baffle net to choose from – the Standard Baffle which 
has a wider mesh and the Archery Baffle which is heavier and more tightly 
woven making it more durable and better at absorbing impact.

Replacement Nets Available Code: GPN-ARB-01 
Archery baffle net

Code: GPN-RB-01 
Standard baffle net
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POLYPROPYLENE DRIVING MATS  

These Polypropylene driving mats feature a 15mm polypropylene 
playing surface known for its playing characteristics and quality.

Rubber tees are supplied free of charge and the relevant holes/slots 
will be pre-fused. 

There are two versions of this mat available.

Foam Backed 
The soft foam backing contributes to its natural playing characteristics 
and is very forgiving if the golfer drives straight off the mat. An 
intermediate stiff felt layer is provided to prevent any indentations, 
strengthen the mat and extend its proven long life.

This version is more suited to driving range bays. Holes only.

GPN-VG001P  1.5m x 1.5m GPN-VG002P  2.0m x 1.0m
GPN-VG003P  1.5m x 1.0m GPN-VG005P  1.83m x 1.22m
GPN-VG007P  2.0m x 1.5m

Rubber Backed 
The backing for this mat is a firmer 10mm rubber crumb backing. It is 
twice as heavy as the foam backed version allowing it to sit securely in 
temporary positions. 

This is more suited to temporary tee positions and practice nets. Holes 
and Slots available.

GPN-VG001R  1.5m x 1.5m GPN-VG002R  2.0m x 1.0m
GPN-VG003R  1.5m x 1.0m GPN-VG005R  1.83m x 1.22m
GPN-VG007R  2.0m x 1.5m

TEE FRAME

GPN-VG025

The Tee Frame consists of a polypropylene artificial turf mat 
enclosed in a metal frame with adjustable legs. The Tee Frame is 
portable, durable and ideal for permanent, temporary and winter 
usage. Size: 1.85m x 1.25m  Weight: 85kgs.

FAIRWAY MATS

GPN-FM-01

For winter use to protect the fairways.

For individual use.



TEE TURF MAT

DU22540

40mm pile non infill giving a 
firm stance. Can be used with 
regular tees. All year round 
perfect tee solution or winter 
tee. Comes with a foam and 
rubber base. Size 1.5m x 1.5m.

Oversized pallet charge applies.
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RANGE MATS, FLAGS & TEES

SMARTLINE RANGE MAT

DU22605
MX221300 - Imax Matkeeper

Flexible and comfortable. Nylon pile heat bonded with PU 
glue for extra strong adhesion. 15mm NBR foam base for 
great shock absorption and extremely durable. 1.5m x 1.5m 
with 8 tee holes. Can be used with the Imax Matkeeper. 
Oversized pallet charge applies.

THE ORIGINAL IMAX CLASSIC AIRLASTIC  
RANGE MAT

MX221200

The 20mm rubber granulate airlastic backing has a 
combination of air and elasticity for improved energy and 
shock absorption for comfortable play. The turf is heat 
bonded to the base- therefore preventing separation. 
Bottom layer designed to decrease slide and increase 
stability and top layer manufactured with nylon 6.6 pile 
for long life. Playing mat size 1.5m x 1.5m. Full mat size 
complete with frame 1.7m x 1.7m.  
Oversized Pallet Charge Applies.

RUBBER TEES

RT5 - Cross Tee White (2.5cm)
RT7 - Black (3.5cm)
RT8 - Green (5cm)
RT9 - Blue (6cm)
RT10 - Red (7cm)

Available in all lengths.

PATTISSON HORIZONTAL NYLON RANGE BANNERS

Yellow & Black 50-300YDS

PAT42161H - 50YDS 
PAT42186H - 75YDS 
PAT42211H - 100YDS 
PAT42236H - 125YDS 
PAT42261H - 150YDS 
PAT42286H - 175YDS 
PAT42311H - 200YDS 
PAT42336H - 225YDS 
PAT42361H - 250YDS 
PAT42386H - 275YDS 
PAT42411H - 300YDS
TJ31000S - Galvanised Steel Banner c/w Sockets

TEE TURF ON A ROLL

DU22542

40mm pile non infill giving a firm stance. Can be used 
with regular tees and is easy to install. Comes with a 
latex backing. All year round perfect tee solution or 
winter tee. Width 2m, roll length 18m max.
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PUTTING GREEN

FABRIC PUTTING GREEN MARKERS

Red PPG-FFR 
Yellow PPG-FFY
Blue PPG-FFB 
White PPG-FFW 
 
Woven Polyester putting green flags 
complete with fibreglass rod stem.  
Choose from chrome effect or PVC 
backsaver base.  Size: (H) 750mm.   
Please state on ordering if numbers are to 
be added and if a white or yellow stem is 
required. UK Fitting Only.

*Personalisation 
or logoing is 
available on this 
product, please 
enquire for 
details.

Also available with 
yellow rod.

2 bases to choose from.

CHEQUERED FABRIC 
PUTTING GREEN MARKERS

Red & White:      PPG-FFC-RW
Yellow & Black:  PPG-FFC-YB
Black & White:   PPG-FFC-BW

Nylon putting green flags with sewn 
chequers, excellent quality flags in eye 
catching design, complete with fibreglass 
rod stems. Choose from chrome effect or 
PVC backsaver bases. 

Size: (H) 750mm.  Please state on ordering 
if a white or yellow stem is required.  

Flag Size : (W) 200mm x (H)1 50mm

UK Fitting Only.

PUTTING GREEN ARROWS

PPG-A 

White plastic coated steel arrows, complete with 
base spikes, please state if numbers are required on 
ordering. These items are priced individually.
Size: (L) 152mm x (W) 64mm
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PUTTING GREEN

SHIELD PUTTING GREEN FLAGS

White  PPG-S-W 
Logo Charge both sides PPG-S-LOGO
Number Charge both sides PPG-S-N

Alloy shaped putting green shields with lifting loops. 
Choose from chrome effect or PVC back saver base  
Size: (H) 750mm.  Please state on ordering if numbers 
are to be added and if a white or yellow stem is 
required. UK Fitting Only. 

*Personalisation or logoing is available on this product, 
please enquire for details.

PUTTING CUPS

PPG-PC 

White PVC UV 
stabilised hole cups 
resistant to chemicals 
and boxed in 10’s.
Size : (H) 120mm x 
(dia) 108mm

ECONOMY PUTTING  
GREEN FLAGS 
(PVC backsaver base)
PPG-FER-B

ECONOMY PUTTING  
GREEN FLAGS 
(No backsaver base)
PPG-FER

A traditional design, plastic 
coated steel, please state 
on ordering if numbers are 
required, only available in red. 
Size: (H) 540mm 
UK Fitting Only. 

FABRIC FLAGS

Plain Red PPG-FFN-R
Plain Yellow PPG-FFN-Y
Plain White PPG-FFN-W
Plain Blue PPG-FFN-B
Chequered Red & White PPG-FFC-RRW
Chequered Yellow & Black  PPG-FFC-RYB
Chequered Black & White  PPG-FFC-RBW
Logo Charge  PPG-FF-LOGO
Number Charge  PPG-FF-N

Fabric Flags for putting green markers supplied 
separately.
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ROPE, CHAIN & BARRIER HOOPS

BARRIER HOOPS

8mm white plastic coated barrier 
hoops make a smart, neat and 
economical option for temporary 
fencing.  

Choose from oblong or angled 
design.

CBH-01 
(Oblong barrier hoops 970mm x 535mm)

CBH-02 
(Angled barrier hoops 600mm x 500mm) 

ROPE

CR6 (6mm)
CR8 (8mm)
CR10 (10mm)

Polypropylene rope in reels of 220mtrs 
and available in 6mm 8mm or 10mm.

Various colours available including 
blue, white, green, yellow, red and 
orange.  Please state colour and 
diameter required on ordering.

PLASTIC CHAIN 

CC6 (6mm) 
CC8 (8mm) 
CC10 (10mm)

Plastic chain sold in lengths  
of 25m.
Available in 6mm, 8mm  
or 10mm. 

METAL CHAIN

CC-GSC-04

Galvanised steel chain – 
supplied in 10mtr bags and 
standard size links are 4mm x 
32mm.  Other sizes available 
on request.
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ROPE STAKES & POSTS

BLACK RECYCLED PLASTIC CONTROL STAKES 

PC-BRCS-01 24”
PC-BRCS-02  18”

Ideal for crowd control or fencing off designated areas.
Made from a classic black recycled plastic with a wood 
effect. Rope speed slots allow easy fixture of rope. 
Excellent quality, UV stabilised and maintenance free. 
24” (610mm) or 18” (460mm) in height and a stainless 
steel ground spike for fixture.

SLOTTED 50MM FENCE POSTS 

PC-P50-W - WHITE 
PC-P50-G - GREEN

50mm diameter posts 920mm high 
complete with slot for securing plastic 
chain. Simply remove and replace 
black PVC cap to hold chain in place.  
Available with steel ground spike or 
PVC socket – advise which is preferred 
on ordering. Ideal option for fencing off 
designated areas or lining pathways.

DIRECTIONAL 
MARKERS 

PC-PA12250-25

8” markers that are easy 
to place and remove.  

These multipurpose 
markers are helpful to 
guide golfers around 
the course. Sold in 
quantities of 25 and 
complete with a bucket 
for easy transportation 
and storage.

GREEN RECYCLED  
CONTROL STAKES 

21212G 12” 
21218G 18”
21224G 24”

Available in 12, 18 or  
24” perfect for economic  
& effective crowd control, 
complete with speed slot  
and zinc coated steel spike.
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IRRIGATION & AMENITY

GALAXY HOSE

Galaxy Hose is manufactured using specially formulated materials and an exclusive 
braiding and knitting high tensile reinforcement process which gives it superior 
pressure, kink resistance and flexibility.

• 6 Layered Professional Quality Hose
• Excellent UV, Abrasion and Crush Resistance
• Smooth Inner Layer Minimizes Pressure and Flow Losses
• Up To 45 Bar Burst Pressure
• 12 Bar Working Pressure
• 2 Reinforcement Layers – Knitted & Braided 

Tricoflex hose also available – please enquire

Sizes:  
T-IRR-GH0.5  1/2” available in 50 mtrs 
T-IRR-GH0.75  3/4” available in 50 mtrs 
T-IRR-GH1.0  1” available in 50 mtrs

UNDERHILL PRECISION NOZZLES

UHN5000 - RED 
UHN4800 - BLUE 
UHN1500 - YELLOW

Underhill Precision nozzles deliver 
millions of soft, uniform droplets to 
provide a rapid yet surprisingly gentle 
water application over a huge range 
of flow rates. From soft watering to 
powerful drenching, these patented 
Precision nozzles give the ideal flow 
rates and droplet sizes to fully irrigate 
without disturbing turf, dirt or seeds. 
Therefore, there is a nozzle to provide 
the precise solution for every hand 
watering application.

UNDERHILL MAGNUM NOZZLES

UNG450

The Underhill Magnum contains no plastic internal parts to break, 
stick or wear out. Furthermore, the unique ratchet mechanism easily 
adjusts from gentle fan to powerful jet stream and prevents over-
tightening damage. Precision-machined, incredibly smooth operation 
and outstanding distribution patterns make it ideal for high-demand 
areas like greens and tees. This Magnum nozzle is also an excellent 
equipment wash-down nozzle.

HOSECART

T-IRR-52AG3025  
Heavy Duty Hose Cart

T-IRR-52AG2519  
Large Hose Cart

Our Heavy Duty and Large Hose 
Cart are designed to carry 120m 
of 1” hose or 100m of ¾” hose 
respectively. The powder coated 
steel frame along with rubber 
tyres help to make these robust 
and practical hose carts.
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IRRIGATION & AMENITY

SPRINKLERS

Range of sprinklers available 
please enquire.

IRRIGATION BOXES

Valve boxes are used where  
underground pipework has a  
valve which needs to be secure  
but accessible at all times.

Various sizes available  
please enquire.

Geka Y Connector  
T-IRR-GY
Coupling for splitting water 
flow to two areas.

GEKA FITTINGS

Female Geka connector  
T-IRR-GFC 
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4” or 1” available

Male Geka coupling  
T-IRR-GMC
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4”, 1” or 1.5”

Geka Coupling Hosetail  
T-IRR-GCH
Size: 1/2”, 3/4” or 1” available

HUNTER POP-UP SPRINKLERS

FULL RANGE OF HUNTER  
POP-UPS AVAILABLE

SPRINKLER KITS

Our Standard & Superior Sprinkler Kits contain a Metal Sled, a Riser, 
required fittings and either a  1/2”M Zamak or a 3/4”M Perrot Sprinkler.

Standard 68-KIT01 
Superior 68-KIT02

Standard Superior
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BLUE SPRAY GRANULES  

T-AM-BSG

Blue granules are a highly concentrated and cost effective method of eliminating overlapping and 
missed areas of spray solutions. They can also help identify blocked nozzles.  

Blue granules can be used to reduce the amount of light into lakes and other water sources.   
They are environmentally safe so can be used in areas of aquatic and around other wildlife.

Directions for use: 
As a spray dye on greens tees and fairways – use 15-25g in 100ltrs of water 
As a spray dye for longer taller grasses – Use up to 40g in 100ltrs of water 
As a lake colourant with average lake depth less than 1mtr use 10g in 100m3 of water 
As a lake colourant  with average lake depth of 1mtr or more use 100m3 of water

SPRAY PATTERN INDICATOR  

T-AM-SPI

Spray Pattern Indicator is a 
temporary blue or green dye that 
allows viewing of which areas have 
been sprayed.  It reduces the risk 
of overlapping and highlights areas 
that may have been missed.  Helps 
identify blocked nozzles and is 
available in 1ltr containers.
Use at a rate of 200ml-500ml per 
200 litres of spray.

MEGA PELLET   

T-AM-MP1

Mega Pellet is a large single wetting 
pellet for adding to stored irrigation 
water, providing economical but 
powerful wetting activity. 
Recommended application rate:   
1 pellet/2,500L irrigation water.

LIQUID IRON

T-AM-LI

This formulation of 4% chelated  iron is a 
liquid for enhanced sustained green, can 
be used all year round even in colder 
periods.  It will help to strengthen the plant 
against frost and disease.  The readily 
available iron is taken via the root and leaf 
of the plant giving rapid results without the 
danger of scorching or blackening.

Pack size: 10ltrs
Application Rate: 10-30ltrs per hectare

PELLET PRO APPLICATOR

UA-PPWA50K-E

A heavy-duty surfactant 
applicator ideal for solid 
wetting agent tablets. It’s 
high-flow valve and Precision 
Cloudburst nozzle combo 
comprises the finest wetting 
agent gun available. 

MINI WETTING AGENT PELLET WITH SEAWEED 

T-AM-MP2

Mini Pellets are an improved wetter formulation 
for use in a hand applicator, each pellet treats 4-6 
greens each pellet is 240gms – sold in packs of 6.
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FOOTGOLF

FOOTGOLF FLAGS

FG-FGF

Our footgolf flags are offered with our FMW Distinct 
Footgolf Logo or can be printed with your own design 
for an extra charge, flags are tubelock - designed to 
fit over the top of the tubelock flagpin and fastened 
securely into place.

FLAGPINS  

FP-TBW-20 Black and White
FP-TBY-20 Black and Yellow

Black and white stripe 2mtr 
constructed from 12.7mm diameter 
fibreglass rod, USA PVC ferrule as 
standard. Tubelock fixture to be 
used with tubelock flags.   

FOOTGOLF HOLE CUPS C/W LID  

FG-FGHC 

The Premium Footgolf Hole Cup is 
made of high quality molded plastic 
and is supplied with a heavy-duty 
molded green cover for when the 
hole is not in use. Our Footgolf 
Holecup is made to the industry 
standard size 533mm x 300mm and 
will take a US Fit ferrule only.

FOOTGOLF

Many golf courses are converting space they 
already have to allow for footgolf courses, an 
opportunity to attract additional visitors to the course 
including families, groups of friends and corporate 
events generating an additional interest and income 
for clubs with a modern twist for todays ever 
changing market.

FOOTGOLF PACKAGE DEAL 

FG-9PD

Our Footgolf package deal consists of: 

9 x 2m Black & White Tubelock Flagpins 
9 x Footgolf Tubelock Flags 
9 x Footgolf Holecup complete with Cover
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WORKWEAR TROUSERS & SHORTS

BLAKLADER SERVICE TROUSERS WITH STRETCH

C-BL-14591845

Modern service trouser in a light but durable material with fast drying. These trousers have 
stretch panels in carefully selected places, such as the bottom, knees and in the crotch.  
The trousers have a pen and knife pocket adapted for the right- and left-handed, a leg pocket 
with an inside pocket in mesh for the mobile phone.

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, plain 
Weight: 166g/m² 
Size: 30” - 49” 
Colours: Army Green/Black, Black, Dark Grey/Black, Dark Navy/Black,  
Dark Olive Green/Black, Grey/Black, Mid Grey/Black, Navy Blue/Black, Red/Black, 
Stone/Black

BLAKLADER SERVICE TROUSERS WITH STRETCH AND NAIL POCKETS (RIPSTOP)

C-BL-14961330

Functional ripstop service trousers with CORDURA®-reinforced nail pockets. For optimal fit and 
comfort, the trouser has stretch panels on the calves and inner thighs. Top-loading knee pocket in 
CORDURA®-stretch. Carefully selected details such as discrete reflective details, mobile pocket in 
mesh, ruler pocket with digital Caliper holder and practical knife pocket.

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop. 
Weight: 250  g/m² 
Sizes: 30” - 49” 
Colours: Black/Dark Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black,  
Dark Olive Green/Black, Mid Grey/Black

BLAKLADER SERVICE TROUSER WITH STRETCH (RIPSTOP)

C-BL-14951330

Durable and functional ripstop service trouser with stretch panels on the calves and inner thighs, 
as well as top-loading knee pockets in CORDURA®-stretch. Carefully selected details such as 
discrete reflective details, mobile pocket in mesh, ruler pocket and practical knife holder make 
the trouser suitable for craftsmen.

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ripstop  
Weight: 250 g/m² 
Size: 30” - 55” 
Colours: Black/Dark Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black,  
Dark Olive Green/Black, Mid Grey/Black

BLAKLADER INDUSTRY TROUSERS STRETCH

C-BL-14441832

These trousers are part of Blåkläder’s new industry collection of stretch workwear. Suitable 
for industrial laundry, these scratch-free trousers are crafted completely from 2-way-stretch 
fabric and have an elasticated waistband. Concealed features include an inside ruler pocket, a 
zippered security pocket and press studs. Reflective trim provides extra visibility when needed.

Fabric: 63% polyester, 33% cotton, 4% elastolefin, twill 2/1, stretch 
Weight: 260 g/m² 
Size: 30” to 54” 
Colours: Dark Navy/Black, Navy Blue/Cornflower Blue, Mid Grey/Black, Black, 
Black/Hi-Vis Yellow, Black/Red, Black/Dark Grey
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PORTWEST ACTION TROUSERS (31” LEG) REGULAR /LONG LENGTH 33”

C-PW101R - Regular 
C-PW101L - Long

Portwest Action Trousers offer superior comfort and functionality. Made from quality  
poly-cotton, features include multiple zip pockets, reinforced fabric at seat and knee  
areas with the added option of accommodating knee pads. A true market leader. 

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton  
Weight: 245gsm  
Size: 30” - 46” (Regular & Long Length) 
Colours: Black, Navy

KX3 RIPSTOP TROUSER

C-T802

Ripstop fabric that stretches as you move. Subtle articulation on the knees allow for 
increased freedom of movement and a high rise back waistband ensures protection in  
all working positions.

Fabric: Kingsmill Poly-cotton Stretch: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton Ripstop Weft Stretch 
Weight: 230g 
Size: 28” to 48” 
Colours: Black, Navy, Safari

APACHE KNEEPAD HOLSTER TROUSERS

C-APKPHT

Poly Cotton work trouser with a modern low cut waist and comfort leg fitment (wider fitting 
for comfort whilst kneeling) reinforced with Cordura on knees and holster pockets.

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 
Weight: 300g 
Size: 30” - 42” (Length 29” to 33”) 
Colours: Black, Grey/Black

APACHE INDUSTRY TROUSERS

C-APINDT

Poly Cotton cargo trouser with modern low cut waist and knee pad pockets. They also 
feature a hammer loop and tool pocket on the right leg with a phone compartment 
designed to fit larger modern phones.  
Available in 29”, 31” and 33” leg Sizes 30” - 42” waist.

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 
Weight: 260g 
Size: 32” - 42” (Length 29” to 33”) 
Colours: Black, Navy
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WORKWEAR TROUSERS & SHORTS

SHAWBURY M/P TROUSER

C-SMPT

Polycotton twill fabric and featuring a multi-pocket design with tool pouches.  
They also include external knee pad pouches and a 30cm gusset at ankles with zip 
closure. Available in regular and tall fit.

Fabric: Polycotton twill 
Weight: 250g 
Size: 30” - 50” 
Colours: Black, Navy

REGATTA LINED ACTION TROUSERS

C-RG233

No matter what work throws at you and how bad the weather is, you’ll be prepared 
in these lined action trousers. Not only do the work trousers comes with a water-
repellent finish, they have a warm scrim lining to keep you toasty. The polycotton 
blend provides comfort and  
durability. Length: Leg length: Short 29”, Regular 31”, Long 33”

Fabric: Polycotton 
Weight: 170g 
Size: 28” - 46” 
Colours: Black, Navy

REGATTA UNLINED ACTION TROUSERS

C-RG232

These trousers were made for working. The men’s work trousers are cut from a 
polycotton blend for comfort and durability. The water-repellent finish sets you up 
perfectly for outdoor work. With a part-elasticated waist, these waterproof trousers  
will move with you. Multiple pockets are ideal for small tools.  
Leg length: Short 29”, Regular 31”, Long 33”

Fabric: Polycotton 
Weight: 170g 
Size: 28” - 46” 
Colours: Black, Grey, Lichen, Navy

APACHE BANCROFT HOLSTER TROUSER

C-APATS

A 3D shaped work trouser with 360 degree flex and stretch in the leg panels gusset 
and yoke. Fashion fit slimmer leg fit. Shaped holster pockets. Twin velcro tool holder. 
Cordura rein-forced hem and pockets. YKK zipper.

Fabric: 64% Polyester, 33% Cotton, 3% elastane 
Size: 30” - 42” 
Colours: Black/Grey
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BLAKLADER SERVICE SHORTS STRETCH

C-BL-14491845

Shorts with stretch panels for optimal range of 
movement and comfort. The material is lightweight, 
durable and quick-drying. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, plain,  
Weight: 166g/m² 
Size: 30” - 46” 
Colours: Black, Dark Navy/Black, Navy Blue/Black, 
Red/Black, Stone/Black

PORTWEST ACTION SHORTS

C-S889

Multi zip pockets. Thigh pocket with a Velcro flap. 
Two back hip zip pockets Twin stiched seams extra 
durability. Back elasticated waist for added comfort. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 
Weight: 245g 
Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Dark Navy, Grey

APACHE HOLSTER POCKET SHORTS

C-APKHTSH

Holster Pocket Shorts in ripstop fabric. Thigh pockets, 
rear pockets and holster pockets.Smart Grey and 
black design ideal for todays working professionals. 
Keep cool yet practical whilst working. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton  
Size: 30” - 40” 
Colours: Grey, Black

APACHE ATS CARGO SHORT

C-ATS-CARSHO

The Steel Grey ATS Cargo short is made from a 
lightweight technical fabric and has an active waist 
design as well as reinforced Cordura utility pockets. 

Fabric: Polyester Cotton Twill 
Weight: 245gm 
Size: 30” - 40”
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T-SHIRTS & POLOS

BLAKLADER 2-TONE T-SHIRT

C-BL-33791042

A two-tone T-shirt that makes a great part of your team’s uniform. Reinforced neck and 
shoulder seams, and yoke over the shoulders. 

Fabric: 100% cotton,  
Weight: 150 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black/Cornflower Blue, Black/Dark Grey, Black/Grey, Black/Red,  
Black/Vis Yellow, Cornflower Blue/Black, Dark Grey/Black, Dark Navy/Black, 
Mid Grey/Black, Navy Blue/Corn Blue, Navy Blue/Vis Yellow, Red/Black, White/Dark Grey

BLAKLADER PLAIN T-SHIRT

C-BL-33001030 

Soft t-shirt with ribbed neckline and reinforced neck and shoulder seams. Rib-knitted round 
neck. Reinforced shoulder seam, Reinforced neck seam

Fabric: 100% Cotton, single jersey.  
Weight: 180 g/m² 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: White, Red, Cornflower Blue, Dark Navy Blue, Navy blue, Grey, Dark Grey, Black

UNEEK CLASSIC T-SHIRT

C-UN301

Crew neck taped shoulder to shoulder with twin needle stitching on neck & shoulders

Fabric; 100% Cotton 
Weight: 180 GSM 
Sizes: XS - 6XL 
Colours: Bottle Green, Black, White, Grey, Heather Grey, Charcoal, Navy, French Navy, Royal 
Blue, Sky Blue, Red, Yellow, Orange, Purple

UNEEK PREMIUM T-SHIRT

C-UN302

Crew neck taped shoulder to shoulder with twin needle stitching on neck & shoulders

Fabric: 100% Cotton 
Weight: 200 GSM 
Sizes: XS - 3XL 
Colours: Bottle Green, Black, Navy, White, Red, Heather Grey, Royal Blue
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BLAKLADER 2-TONE POLO SHIRT

C-BL-33241050

A great polo available in several different colours it also features a ribbed collar and 
reinforced neck and shoulder seams. 

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, pique 
Weight: 220 g/m² 
Size: XXS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Black/Cornflower Blue, Black/Dark Grey, Black/Grey, Black/Red,  
Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black, Grey, Grey/Red, Mid Grey/Black, Navy Blue,  
Navy Blue/Cornflower Blue, Navy Blue/Vis Yellow, Red/Black, White, White/Dark Grey

BLAKLADER POLO SHIRT

C-BL-33891050

This polo shirt makes a great match with the Blaklader trousers. The shirt boasts 
reinforced shoulder and neck seams. 

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, pique 
Weight: 220 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: White/Dark Grey, Dark Olive Green/Black, Dark Navy/Black, Mid Grey/Black,  
Black/Hi-Vis Yellow, Black/Red, Black/Dark Grey

HENBURY COOLPLUS POLO SHIRT

C-HB475

The Henbury Coolplus Polo Shirt features wicking yarn which draws moisture away 
from the wearers skin and provides added comfort. It also has a flat knit collar, 
hemmed cuffs and 2 dyed-to-match buttons. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester micro pique  
Weight: 180gsm 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Bright Orange, Bright Purple, Burgandy, Charcoal Grey,  
Classic Red, Kelly Green, Light Blue, Navy, Olive, Oxford Navy, Red, Royal Blue,  
Silver Grey, White, Yellow

AWD COOL POLO SHIRT

C-JC040

This AWD Cool Polo Shirt is a highly popular seller & delivers a classic look. The 
lightweight Neoteric™ fabric draws moisture away from the skin of the wearer, thus 
helping them to stay cool and dry. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester 
Weight: 140gsm 
Size: S - 4XL 
Colours: Arctic White, Bottle Green, Burgandy, Charcoal Grey, Desert Sand,  
Electric Orange, Fire Red, French Navy, Gold, Heather Grey, Jet Black, Kelly Green, 
Olive Green, Orange Crush, Purple, Royal Blue, Sky Blue, Sun Yellow
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T-SHIRTS & POLOS

APACHE DRY MAX POLO SHIRT

C-DRY-MAX-POLO

A lightweight breathable high moisture 
wicking polo shirt. This is a fast drying shirt. 
Secure zip to left breast. A nice modern 
style shirt with a fitted look. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester 
Weight: 50g 
Size: M - XXL  
Colours: Black/Grey

RTXTRA CLASSIC POLO

C-RX101

The Rtxtra Classic Polo shirt comes in a range of vibrant colours. 
The Pique Knit fabric has raised fibers that form a ribbed-like 
texture which gives the fabric more body. This makes the 
perfect fabric for polo shirts. Worldwide Responsible accredited 
Production (WRAP) certified production. 

Fabric: 50% Polyester,50% Cotton 
Weight: 200gsm 
Size: S - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Burgandy, Navy, Red, Royal Blue, 
Turquoise, White

UNEEK PREMIUM POLO

C-UN102

Knitted raised collar & raised cuffs, taped neck and 
taped side vents with extended back. Washable at 
60 Degrees.

Fabric: 50% Polyester 50% Cotton 
Weight: 250 GSM 
Sizes: XS - 6XL

Colours:  Bottle Green, Black, French navy, 
Heather Grey, Maroon, Navy, Red, Royal Blue,  
Sky Blue, White, Yellow

PORTWEST NAPLES POLO

C-B210

This rugged polo shirt is made using pique knit polycotton fabric 
which is soft to touch and comfortable to wear. Features include 
a rib knitted collar and cuffs, matching buttons and a three button 
placket.

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton 
Weight: 210g 
Sizes: XS - 5XL 
Colours: Aqua, Black, Dark Navy, Metal Grey, Navy, Royal Blue, 
Red, Sky Blue, White
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SWEATSHIRTS & HOODIES

UNEEK PREMIUM SWEATSHIRT

C-UN201

The sweatshirt is 50% Polyester and 50% Cotton which makes it softer and more 
durable. Manufactured with reactive dyed material this Premium sweatshirt is great 
value and offers long lasting colour that wont fade when washed.

Fabric: 50% Polyester, 50% Cotton 
Weight: 350gsm 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Heather Grey,  
Maroon, Navy, Red, Royal Blue

PORTWEST ROMA SWEATSHIRT

C-B300

This comfortable sweatshirt is ideal for weekend wear or workwear. It comes in a 
choice of popular colour options with an appealing classic crew neck and relaxed fit. 
The raglan sleeve allows greater freedom of movement.

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton  
Weight: 300g 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Navy, Royal Blue, Dark Navy

RUSSELL AUTHENTIC HOODIE

C-J265M

Ultra contemporary hooded sweatshirt in premium 3 layer fabric for a fuller, 
more substantial and luxurious handfeel.

Fabric: 80% Combed Ring Spun Cotton/ 20% Polyester (double layer hood) 
Weight: 280gsm 
Size: XS - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Bright Royal, Classic Red, French Navy, Fuchsia, White,  
Convey Grey, Light Oxford Grey, Bottle Green

UNEEK PREMIUM HOODIE

C-UN501

Reactive Dyed, lycra ribbed cuffs & welt with twin needle stitching and taped 
neck. Front pouch pocket, double fabric hood and self coloured cord.  
Brushed Effect for Superior Comfort & Look.

Fabric: 50% Polyester 50% Cotton 
Weight: 350 GSM 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Heather Grey, Navy, Royal Blue
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SWEATSHIRTS & HOODIES

BLAKLADER HOODIE WITH FULL ZIPPER

C-BL-33632526

Functional hoodie with soft, brushed lining and zipper. Two side pockets plus an inside 
phone pocket with zipper, with contrasting stitching and zip.

Fabric: 100% Polyester, pique fleece, brushed inside  
Weight: 260 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black/Dark Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black,  
Mid Grey/Black, White/Dark Grey

BLAKLADER SWEATSHIRT WITH FULL ZIP

C-BL-33622526

Snug zip-up sweatshirt with soft, brushed lining, high collar and two side pockets.  
Practical inside phone pocket with zipper, with contrasting stitching and zip. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester, Pique Fleece, brushed inside 
Weight: 260 g/m² 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black/Dark Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black,  
Mid Grey/Black, White/Dark Grey

UNEEK CLASSIC HOODIE FULL ZIP

C-UN504

Reactive Dyed, lycra ribbed cuffs & welt with twin needle stitching and taped neck. 
Front pouch pocket, double fabric hood and full self coloured zip. Brushed Effect for 
Superior Comfort & Look.

Fabric: 50% Polyester 50% Cotton 
Weight: 300 GMS 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Heather Grey, Charcoal, Navy, Royal Blue, Sky Blue, Bottle Green,  
Olive, Red, White, Yellow

BLAKLADER TWO TONE SWEATSHIRT

C-BL-35801158

Comfortable, flexible, and round-necked sweatshirt with contrasting colors on the shoulder 
parts. Has rib knitted cuffs and is reinforced in neck and shoulder seams for extra durability.

Fabric- 100% cotton, french terry  
Weight: 320 g/m² 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Dark Navy/Black, Navy/Cornflower, Mid Grey/Black, Black/Vis Yellow,  
Black/Red, Black/Mid Grey
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BLAKLADER HALF-ZIP 2-TONE SWEATSHIRT

C-BL-33531158

A comfortable and flexible 2-toned profile sweatshirt with 
high collar and zipper. 

Fabric: 100% cotton, french terry 
Weight: 320 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black/Cornflower Blue, Black/Dark Grey,  
Black/Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black, 
Mid Grey/Black, Navy Blue/Cornflower Blue,  
Navy Blue/Vis Yellow, Red/Black, White/Dark Grey

BLAKLADER SWEATSHIRT WITH HALF ZIP

C-BL-33691158

Soft and comfortable sweatshirt with collar and half zip. 
The sweatshirt has a one-way plastic zipper and ribbed 
hem and cuffs. Classis model with regular fit. 

Fabric: 100% cotton, french terry, 
Weight: 320 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Dark Grey, Dark Navy Blue, Grey, Navy 
Blue, Red, White

PORTWEST SORRENTO HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT

C-B309

This classic design with the high neck and quarter zip, has 
a relaxed and comfortable fit and sits neatly when layered. 
Knitted fabric with brushed backing, 1/4 length centre front 
zip for added comfort and versatility, Ribbed cuffs and hem 
for added comfort.

Fabric: 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton  
Weight: 300g 
Sizes: S - 3XL 
Colours: Navy or Black

HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT

C-SS230

Available in a selection of colours the classic zip neck 
sweat is ideal for all kinds of garment decoration. Details 
include a single Jersey back neck tape for comfort and 
cotton/Lycra® waist and cuff ribs and a cadet collar for 
added warmth. 

Fabric: 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester 
Weight: 280gsm  
Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Heather Grey, Navy,  
Red, Royal Blue
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FLEECES & SWEATSHIRTS

REGATTA FULL ZIP MICROFLEECE

C-RG138

The Regatta Full Zip Microfleece is a classic style fleece that incorporates a full length zip.  
It has a simple and elegant design which is great for both casual or work wear. 

Fabric: 210 Series micro fleece layer lite fabric technology.  
Weight: 210gsm 
Size: XS - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Bordeux, Classic Red, Coastal Blue, Navy, Seal Grey

RUSSELL 1/4 ZIP MICROFLEECE

C-J881M

The Russell 1/4 Zip Microfleece features a cadet collar with zip protector. There are also 
side vents for comfortable fit and Locker patch. 

Fabric: Polyester anti-pill microfleece 
Weight: 190gsm 
Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Classic Red, French Navy

PREMIUM FLEECE JACKET

C-UC601

A premium weight fleece made from 100% Polyester Super Anti-Pill Micro Fleece, Twin 
needle stitching, Elasticated cuffs, Full self coloured zip, 2 self coloured covered zipped 
pockets, Elasticated pull cords & toggles, Cadet style.

Fabric: 100% Polyester Super Anti-Pill Micro Fleece 
Weight: 380gsm 
Size: S - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Charcoal, Maroon, Navy, Red, Royal

RUSSELL FULL ZIP OUTDOOR FLEECE

C-8700M

The Russell Full Zip Outdoor Fleece features a cadet collar, side pockets with reversed 
zips and an inner mesh lining. The compact fleece material, the smooth surface and the 
paneled construction allow for excellent fit and a more modern look. 

Fabric: 100% polyester anti-pill fleece 
Weight: 320gsm 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Bottle Green, Bright Royal, Burgandy, Classic Red,  
Convoy Grey, French Navy
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BLAKLADER FULL ZIP HYBRID SWEATSHIRT

C-BL-34632526

This sweatshirt is the ultimate all-rounder. It works equally well as a jacket, depending 
on what youre doing. This jacket-sweater has a quilted front and is unlined. An excellent 
garment for printing with your company logo. 

Fabric: 100% Polyester, pique fleece, brushed inside  
Weight: 260 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black/Dark Grey, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Navy/Black,  
Dark Olive Green/Black, Mid Grey/Black

BLAKLADER 2-TONE FULL ZIP FLEECE JACKET

C-BL-47302510

Two-tone jacket with anti-pilling fleece material. Functions such as two spacious front 
pockets with zipper, extended rear panel, zippers at front and on breast pocket with 
reflector details. 

Fabric: 100% polyester, fleece, antipilling 
Weight: 260g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Cornflower Blue/Black, Dark Navy/Black, Black/Hi-Vis Yellow, Black/Red

BLAKLADER HOODED KNITTED JACKET

C-BL-49302117

The jacket has contrasting zips and is reinforced with soft shell material on the elbows, 
shoulders and back for improved tear resistance. This is a great jacket for leisure and work.

Fabric: 100% polyester, knitted, one side brushed 
Weight: 380g/m² 
Size: XXS - 4XL 
Colours: Army Green/Black, Cornflower Blue/Black, Dark Grey/Black, Dark Navy/Black 
Dark Navy/Yellow, Grey Melange/Black, Navy/Navy, Orange/Black, Red/Black, 
Vis Yellow/Black

REGATTA ASGARD II QUILTED FLEECE

C-RG125

Stay super toasty in the Asgard II. The men’s fleece features a quilted polyester 
lining, provid-ing that extra warming layer. It’s quick-drying too, drawing moisture 
away from the skin to keep you comfortable. 

Fabric: 210 series anti-pill symmetry fleece 
Weight: 210gsm 
Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Navy
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GILETS & JACKETS

ASPEN COLD PROTECTION PADDED OUTDOOR BODYWARMER

C-PWS544

This ultra-lightweight Insulatex-padded gilet is perfect for layering and a great 
alternative to a jacket. Offering superior thermal and water resistant properties, the 
Aspen Gilet provides optimum warmth and wearer comfort. Extremely water resistant 
fabric finish, water beads away from fabric surface. 

Shell Fabric: 100% Nylon 40g/m². Lining Fabric: 100% Nylon 55g/m² 
Filling Fabric: Insulatex Lining 300g/m² 
Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Navy

HI-VIS VEST

C-BD108

Hi Visibility Vest with Id Pocket to left breast, hook and loop fastening, retro-reflective 
tape, 2 x body bands and 2 x braces. 100% polyester

Sizes: S - 4XL 
Colours: Yellow, Orange

HI-VIS TRAFFIC JACKET

C-CTJENG

This Hi-Vis Jacket features a quilted lining with 
polyester filling along with a concealed hood, 
two-way heavy duty zip front and knitted storm 
cuffs. EN ISO 20471 Class 3 High Visibility 
Class 3 Water Penetration Resistance.

Sizes: S - 5XL 
Colours: Orange, Yellow

DX BAFFLE GILET

C-DX470

The DX4 Baffle Gilet uses a body-mapped design to balance insulation and freedom 
of movement. Hard wearing nylon front and back panels are padded with Insulatex to 
keep the core body area warm.

Shell Fabric: 100% Nylon 65g 
Filling Fabric: Insulatex Lining 120g 
Contrast Fabric: 75% Polyester, 20% Rayon, 5% Elastane 
Sizes: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Metro Blue

HI VIS TROUSERS

C-BIT

Sizes: M - 3XL 
Colours: Orange, Yellow
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BLAKLADER SOFTSHELL JACKET WITH HOOD

C-BL47532516

Smooth softshell jacket from the Unite collection in 
a comfortable fabric that is windproof and has a high 
breathability. For optimal comfort, the jacket has curved 
sleeves, extended back and fleece lined collar. The jacket 
is adjustable in sleeves and hem and has several practical 
pockets. Has an adjustable hood with drawstring.

Fabric: 100% polyester, 2-layer, softshell, bonded, water 
repellent 
Weight: 255/gm² 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Dark Olive Green/Black, Dark Navy/Black, Mid 
Grey/Black, Black/Vis Yellow, Black/Red, Black/Dark Grey

BLAKLADER SOFTSHELL JACKET WITHOUT HOOD

C-BL49502516

Lightweight, stretch-woven softshell jacket from 
the Unite collection with high wind resistance and 
breathability. For optimal comfort, the jacket has pre-
bent elbows, an extended back panel and a fleece-lined 
collar. The jacket has adjustable sleeve ends and hem 
and numerous practical pockets.

Fabric: 100% polyester, 2-layer, softshell, bonded, water 
repellent 
Weight: 255/gm² 
Sizes: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Dark Olive Green/Black, Dark Navy/Black, Mid 
Grey/Black, Black/Vis Yellow, Black/Red, Black/Dark Grey

APACHE ATS HYBRID JACKET

C-ATS-HJ

The ATS Hybrid Jacket has a lightweight polyester quilted 
body for warmth and lightweight soft shell arms for ease of 
movement. Full zipped front and two secure zipped side 
pockets. 

Fabric: Polyester Rip Stop Fabric/Soft Shell  
Size: M - 3XL

APACHE ATS SOFT SHELL JACKET

C-ATS-SSJ

The ATS Soft Shell Jacket has a lightweight, water 
resistant design for cooler days. This jacket is breathable 
and has a micro-fleece inner for added comfort. 

Fabric: Polyester Rip Stop  
Size: M - 3XL
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JACKETS

DX BAFFLE JACKET

C-DX471

The DX4 Baffle Jacket incorporates an ergonomic body-mapped design to balance 
insulation and comfort. Padded Insulatex panels help keep the core body area warm, while 
the knitted sleeves provide unrestricted stretch and movement. It has 6 pockets for ample 
storage, with a curved back and reflective piping.

Shell Fabric: 100% Nylon 65g, Filling Fabric: Insulatex Lining 120g 
Contrast Fabric: 75% Polyester, 20% Rayon, 5% Elastane 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black, Metro Blue

PW3 WINTER JACKET

C-PW362

Stylish functional and durable the PW362 offers protection and warmth in extreme weather 
conditions. Featuring all the best elements of the PW3 range including the Insulatex heat 
reflective lining panel, Ezee zip front closure and ergonomic shaping.  
EN 343 Class 3:1 WP 15000mm.

Shell Fabric: 300D Industry: 100% Polyester, 300D Oxford Weave with a  
Stain Resistant finish, Double PU Coated 190g 
Lining Fabric: 100% Polyester 60g, Filling Fabric: 100% Polyester 170g 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black

DX WINTER JACKET

C-DX460

The DX4 Winter Jacket uses dynamic stretch and a highly insulating fabric that guarantees 
warmth and comfort. The ergonomic profile and raglan sleeves allow for an unrestricted 
range of motion. Extremely water resistant fabric finish, water beads away from fabric surface 
and fully lined and padded to trap the heat and increase warmth. Internal pocket for safe 
storage, curved back hem for added protection and reflective piping for increased visibility.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester Stretch 2 Layer, 150D PU Transfer Membrane 140g 
Lining Fabric: 100% Polyester Stretch Pongee Lining 80g 
Additional Filling Fabric Info: Body: 100% Polyester, 140g, Sleeves: 100% Polyester, 60g 
Hood and Collar: 100% Polyester, 40g 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black, Metro Blue

WX WINTER JACKET

C-T740

This contemporary winter jacket gives excellent waterproof protection as well thermal 
insulation. Extremely water resistant fabric finish, water beads away from fabric surface and 
fully lined and padded to trap the heat and increase warmth. Key features include reflective 
segmented trim, 2 way zip, adjustable zip off hood and plenty of pockets for storage.

Shell Fabric: 100% Nylon Taslan TPU 125g 
Lining Fabric: 100% Polyester Taffeta 50g, Filling Fabric: 100% Polyester 200g 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Grey, Persian Blue
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RAIN & WATERPROOF

ARBROATH BREATHABLE FLEECED LINED JACKET

C-S530

An excellent jacket for leisure or work. A luxury feel 
microfibre peach finish is twinned with a 280g fleece 
lining that keeps in heat and feels comfortable to wear. 
Features include double storm flaps, drawstring hood 
and waist and lower zip pockets. Waterproof keeping 
the wearer dry and protected from the elements.

Fabric: 100% Polyester Micro-fibre, Peach Finish, 
Breathable, PU Coated 140g 
Weight: Fleece 280g 
Sizes: XS - 5XL, Colour: Navy

APACHE ATS WATERPROOF JACKET

C-ATS-WPJ

The ATS Waterproof Jacket is padded providing a good 
degree of warmth on a cold day. All seams are sealed 
to avoid water ingress. Fitted with a removable, integral 
storm hood with draw cord feature. The jacket features 
hard wearing extra panels to the shoulders and lower 
arms to secure elasticated cuffs. With two large side 
pockets and an internal zipped pocket. Reflective piping 
to front of jacket for added safety. 

Fabric: Polyester Rip Stop with PVC Coating 
Size: M - 2XL, Colour: Black

RESULT 3-IN-1 ZIP AND CLIP JACKET

C-RE68A

A rugged hugely versatile multi-use zip and clip 3-in-1 
jacket. It features StormDri Polyester as well as Active 
Fleece by Result® 

Fabric Outer: 230gsm StormDri Polyester with PVC 
coating. Lining: 100% Polyester.  
Inner jacket: 280gsm 100% Polyester Active Fleece by 
Result® 
Weight: 680gsm, Size: S - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Green, Navy, Red, Royal Blue

OUTCOACH WATERPROOF JACKET

C-S555

This high performance jacket offers maximum 
waterproof, windproof and breathable protection for 
year round performance. Using a highly durable outer 
fabric, with an air permeable mesh lining, this jacket 
ensures total comfort in foul conditions. 

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester Oxford 600D 230g 
Additional Lining Fabric Info: Body Lining: 100% Polyester 
Mesh, 65g 
Sleeve: 100% Polyester 190T Taffeta, 60g 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black, Navy
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RAIN & WATERPROOF

HELLY HANSEN MANCHESTER WATERPROOF  
PANT (GENT)

C-HH71445

Helly Hansen Manchester pants are 100% Waterproof with 
100% breathable protection. They have a black elasticated 
waist band with a drawcord, 2 zipped front pockets, boot 
zippers with storm flap and Velcro closures.

Fabric: Utilises Hellytech 150GM PU coated 100% 
polyester. 
Size: XS - 3XL 
Colours: Black

HELLY HANSEN MANCHESTER WATERPROOF  
JACKET (HAAG)

C-HH71043

The Manchester jacket from Helly Hansen is 100% 
waterproof and gives 100% breathable protection. This is 
an ideal lightweight jacket offering protection from the rain, 
wind and snow. The Manchester jacket is great for both 
work and leisure.  
Fabric: Utilises Hellytech 150GM PU coated 100% polyester. 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black, Navy

VANQUISH TROUSER

C-S556

The Vanquish Trouser uses the highly waterproof and 
breathable Extreme fabric with taped seams to ensure 
full protection. A zipped side leg allows for easy access 
on and off whilst wearing boots. With a fully elasticated, 
adjustable waistband and articulated legs, these trousers 
also have a great fit.

Fabric: 100% Polyester 
Weight: 230g 
Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Dark Navy

RADIAL 3 IN 1 JACKET

C-S553

Ideal for modern corporate use this contemporary cut jacket 
has a sporty fit and is totally waterproof windproof and 
breathable. The dual-fabric outer shell has Oxford reinforced  
panels for additional durability. Water resistant zippers give 
a sophisticated low profile finish. The inner fleece jacket 
provides insulation in colder conditions or can be zipped out 
to be worn as a standalone fleece.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester, Peach Finish 130g 
Upper Body: 100% Polyester Mesh, 65g, Lower Body & 
Sleeve: 100% Polyester 190T Taffeta, 60g 
Contrast Fabric: 100% Polyester Oxford 600D, Removeable 
Lining: 100% Polyester Fleece 280g 
Size: S - 3XL, Colours: Black, Navy
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SPRINGFIELD TROUSERS

C-ST

Springfield Trousers featuring a breathable, soft feel 
fabric with robust tensile strength. These trousers have 
excellent water shedding characteristics as well as a Hi 
Viz piping.

Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Dark Navy

SPRINGFIELD JACKET

C-SJ

The Springfield jacket features the same breathable, 
soft feel fabric and Hi Viz piping that are found on the 
Springfield trousers. It also has a concealed hood.

Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Dark Navy

BLAKLADER RAIN TROUSERS

C-BL-18661946

Lightweight wind and waterproof rain trousers with taped 
seams to keep you dry in bad weather. The trousers 
have zipped leg opening for ease of use. Waterproof 
to 5,000mm head of water 100% polyester, plain, 
laminated, waterproof, windproof, breathable, 120 g/m²

Fabric: 100% polyester 
Size: XXS - 4XL 
Colours: Black

BLAKLADER RAIN JACKET

C-BL-48661946

Lightweight wind and waterproof rain jacket with taped 
seams to keep you dry in bad weather. The jacket has 
removable hood and mesh lining for good ventilation 
and breathability. Waterproof to 5,000mm head of water. 
100% polyester, plain, laminated, waterproof, windproof, 
breathable, 120 g/m²

Fabric: 100% polyester 
Size: XXS - 4XL 
Colours: Black
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RAIN & WATERPROOF

BLAKLADER SHELL JACKET

C-BL-47901977

Shell jacket with taped seams and windproof and waterproof surface material that protects 
against the wind and rain. The shell jacket integrates with other layers of clothing by  
releasing moisture. It has drawstring and stoppers at hem as well as a detachable hood 
with mesh lining. Certified according to EN 343, class 3,3 100% polyester, oxford, laminated, 
waterproof 10,000 mm, windproof, breathable 4000 g/m²/24H, 200g/m²

Fabric: 100% polyester 
Size: XS - 6XL 
Colours: Black, Black/Red, Black/Vis Yellow, Dark Grey/Black, Dark Navy/Black

BLAKLADER RAIN TROUSER LEVEL 2 WITH BRACES

C-BL-13052003

Rain trousers for work assignments that require durable but still movable rainwear. The trousers 
are wind and waterproof with welded seams. Good fit with wide elastic on back, adjustable 
and detachable elastic braces and adjustable leg ends with buttons. Easy-access pockets such 
as leg pocket with bellows and flap. The trousers are reinforced on knees and lower back of 
trouser leg. Certified according to EN 343, grade 3. 1, protective clothing against bad weather 
100% polyester, PU coated, wind- and waterproof, breathable. 

Fabric: 100% polyester, 240g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black, Army Green

BLAKLADER RAIN JACKET LEVEL 2 

C-BL-43052003

Rain jacket for work assignments that require durable but simultaneously movable rainwear.  
It is wind and waterproof with welded seams and has ventilation in the back, removable  
adjustable cap. It comes with easily accessible pockets, such as removable, retractable  
ID-pocket, front pockets with cover and push button and napoelon pocket on the inside front. 
Soft fleece lined collar for high comfort. Certified according to EN 343, grade 3. 1, protective 
clothing against bad weather 100% polyester, PU coated, wind and waterproof, breathable.

Fabric: 100% polyester, 240g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black

BLAKLADER SHELL TROUSERS

C-BL18901977

Wind- and waterproof shell trousers with taped seams to keep you dry in the rain. Zip fly and 
button waist fastening, zipper at the bottom of the leg so they’re easy to pull on and take off. 
Back elasticated waistband and pre-bent legs for excellent fit and reflector on lower leg.  
Part-mesh lining for good ventilation. Certified according to EN 343, protective clothing to 
withstand bad weather.

Fabric: 100% Polyester 200 g/m² 
Size: XS - 4XL 
Colours: Black
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SEALTEX ESSENTIAL RAINSUIT

C-L450

The Sealtex Essentials Rainsuit offers excellent economic protection in one convenient 
set. A value set of jacket and trouser with all the great features used in all Sealtex ranges 
including high frequency welded seams. This suit comes packaged together in one bag.  
EN Standards: EN 343 Class 3:1 

Size: S - 3XL
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PORTWEST RAIN TROUSERS

C-T604

This highly innovative, waterproof and extremely breathable trouser boasts a multitude of 
useful features including reflective piping, secure zipped storage pockets, external kneepad 
pockets, rule pocket and extra-long side leg zips for ease of taking on and off. It features an 
elevated padded back panel keeping the lower back warm and protected. The stylish slimline 
fit and contemporary design guarantees that the wearer will stand out from the crowd.

Shell Fabric: 100% Polyester, 300D Oxford Weave with a Stain Resistant finish,  
Double PU Coated   
Weight: 190g  
Sizes: XS - 3XL 
Colours: Black

SEALTEX CLASSIC JACKET

C-S450

The clever styling, exceptional water resistance and affordable price make this garment 
a great value waterproof jacket. The tough fabric and welded seams are combined with 
a generous fit for wearer comfort. It offers storage space for your personal and work 
belongings and the zip fastened studded storm flap keeps out all the elements the 
weather may throw at you.

Fabric: Sealtex™ Classic: 100% Polyester, Tricot Knit, PU Coated. 
Weight: 200g 
Sizes: S - 3XL (Navy S - 5XL) 
Colours: Black, Navy, Olive Green, Yellow

SEALTEX CLASSIC TROUSERS

C-S451

These lightweight, extremely waterproof over-trousers offer exceptional value and should 
form part of every outdoor workers’ wardrobe. The elasticated waist allows you to move and 
stretch without restriction and the stud-adjustable hem maintains a secure fit around the top of 
working boots.

Fabric: Sealtex™ Classic: 100% Polyester, Tricot Knit, PU Coated. 
Weight: 200g 
Sizes: S - 3XL (Navy S - 5XL) 
Colours: Black, Navy, Olive Green, Yellow
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FOOTWEAR

SAFETY WELLINGTON

FW-95

A black Acifort full safety wellington which is 100% Waterproof. They are resistant to various 
chemicals and feature an oil resistant outsole.

Size: 6 - 12 
Colours: Black, Green

HIMALAYAN REFLECTO WATERPROOF SAFETY BOOT

FW-5402

Himalayan 5402 black leather upper reflector waterproof safety boot. The boot has a steel 
midsole and toecap along with a many other safety features such as 200 Joule toecap 
protection, water penetration/absorption resistance and heat resistance to 200°C.

Size: 6 - 13 
Colours: Black, Brown

HIMALAYAN 5206 WATERPROOF SAFETY BOOT

FW-HIM5206

This S3 safety boot from Himalayan is fully waterproof with a steel toecap and midsole.  
SCR slip resistance and heat resistant up to 300 degrees.  
Manufactured to EN ISO 20345.

Size: 6 - 13 
Colours: Black, Brown

HIMALAYAN 5200 WATERPROOF HIKING BOOT

FW-HIM5200

This S3 Himalayan hiking boot is fully waterproof with steel mid sole and steel toe cap.  
Mid-sole Protection, Anti-Static Outsole, Heat Resistant Outsole up to 300°C, SRA Slip 
Resistance. Manufactured to EN ISO 20345.

Size: 4 - 12 
Colours: Black, Brown

HIMALAYAN 4103 WATERPROOF SAFETY BOOT

FW-HIM4103

The Himalayan 4103 Safety boot is fully waterproof and carries an S3 rating. It features a 
composite toecap and midsole which helps to make the boot lighter than traditional metal 
toecaps. The outsole has antistatic technology and is also heat resistant up to 300 degrees. 
Finally, the Himalayan 4103 has SCR slip resistance with a gel insole. Manufactured to  
EN ISO 20345.

Size: 4 - 12 
Colours: Black, Brown
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APACHE POLARIS SAFETY BOOT

FW-POLARIS-3

Apache Black Safety Boot. Black leather waterproof safety hiker with steel toe cap  
& steel midsole protection. Dual density PU outsole PU insole for all day comfort. 

Size: 3 - 13 
Colours: Black

APACHE RANGER WATERPROOF ALL TERRAIN BOOT

FW-RANGER

Black or Brown full grain leather waterproof safety hiker. Padded collar and tongue for 
added comfort. Steel toe cap and steel midsole protection. Waterproof and breathable 
inner lining. Dual density polyurethane outsole with anti-scuff toe guard. Anti-static. TPU heel 
support and ankle kick plate. A good all round waterproof safety boot for a wide range of 
outdoor activi-ties.

Size: 5 - 13 
Colours: Black, Brown

APACHE ATS DAKOTA SAFETY BOOT

FW-DAKOTA-3

A tough boot which is suited to harsh working environments. It is made from black leather 
and features and mesh upper sections along with a PU/rubber outsole which is heat 
resistant to 300°C. The toe cap is non-metallic and the boot also has midsole protection. 
The lining of the boot is both waterproof and breathable.

Size: 3 - 13 
Colours: Black

PORTWEST COMPOSITE LITE ALL WEATHER BOOT S3 WR

C-FC57

This outstanding non-metallic boot offers superb lightweight protection for your feet even in 
wet conditions with a waterproof and breathable lining. Dual density PU/TPU hardwearing 
outsole with shock absorbing seat region, antistatic and slip resistant properties. Protective 
scuff cap extends longevity of the boot.

Size: 5 - 13

BLAKLADER SAFETY BOOT S3

BL-23181090

The boots are lightweight and have improved grip pattern. A reinforcement around the 
heel fixes the heel and protects against impact over the ankle. A membrane makes them 
waterproof and a mesh lining provides good breathability. Security class S3 SRC.

Sizes: 3 - 12
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FOOTWEAR

DEWALT BLACK CHALLENGER 3 SYMPATEX

FW-DEW-CHBL

Full grain nubuck leather upper. Waterproof and breathable Sympatex membrane inner 
lining. Padded tongue and collar for added comfort. Steel toe cap protection and steel 
midsole protection. PU comfort insole. TPU dual density outsole. A high quality waterproof 
safety boot from DeWalt. 

Size: 6 - 12 
Colours: Black, Brown

DEWALT MILLINGTON SAFETY RIGGER BOOTS

FW-DEW-MIL

Brown Nubuck leather upper with ankle support and high toe profile. The breathable fabric 
provides all-day comfort with a composite toe cap and midsole for protection. EN ISO 
20345:2011 S3 WR SRC safety rating.

Size: 6 - 12

DEWALT TITANIUM SAFETY BOOTS

FW-DEW-TITA

A new waterproof safety boot from Dewalt, designed to keep the feet dry and toes and  
mid-soles protected with all day comfort in mind. These boots have the advantage of 
water re-sistant leather, PU/TPU outer soles, steel toe caps and steel midsoles with a PU 
antibacterial footbed. Ideal for those working on their feet all day. 

Size: 6 - 12 
Colours: Honey, Tan

DEWALT NICKEL SAFETY BOOT

FW-DEW-NICK

Full grain leather/canvas upper. Waterproof and breathable Samsung membrane inner lining. 
Padded tongue and collar for added comfort. Steel toe cap protection and steel midsole 
protection. TPU heel support. PU comfort insole. TPU dual density outsole. A high quality 
waterproof safety boot from DeWalt. S3, WR, Sra.

Size: 6 - 12 
Colour: Black

DEWALT NEWARK WATERPROOF TRAINER BOOT

FW-DEW-NEWARK

Full grain leather upper. Waterproof and breathable Samsung membrane inner lining. 
Padded tongue and collar for added comfort. Steel toe cap protection and steel midsole 
protection. PU comfort insole. TPU dual density outsole. Anti-Scuff toe guard. TPU heel 
support system. A high quality waterproof safety boot from Dewalt. S3,WR,SRC.

Sizes: 6-12 
Colours: Black or Brown
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BASELAYERS

DX ZIP BASE LAYER TOP

C-DX480

The DX4 Zip Base Layer Top is lightweight and breathable which assists with perfect body 
temperature control. The high stretch, highly durable nylon fabric complements the body 
mapped design.

Size: S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Metro Blue

BASELAYER TOP

C-B153

The Base Pro top incorporates Silver Ion treatment which combats odour and increases 
longevity. The top is close fitting for optimal wicking performance and suitable for multi-
season use.

Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Grey

BASELAYER LEGGINGS

C-B151

This legging offers enhanced thermal protection, wicks moisture away from the body and 
combats odour, keeping the wearer cool, dry and comfortable under exerting conditions.

Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Black, Grey

PORTWEST DYNAMIC AIR BASELAYER TOP

C-B173

The DynamicAir Baselayer Top is made out of our innovative moisture wicking fabric, that 
repels moisture away from the skin, with contrast stitching and seamless panelling for a 
modern design. The top is close fitting for optimal wicking performance and suitable for 
multi-season use.

Sizes: S - 2XL 
Colours: Charcoal

PORTWEST DYNAMIC AIR BASELAYER LEGGINGS

C-B171

The DynamicAir Baselayer Legging is made out of our innovative moisture wicking fabric, 
that repels moisture away from the skin, with contrast stitching and seamless panelling 
for a modern design. The leggings are close fitting for optimal wicking performance and 
suitable for multi-season use.

Sizes: S - 2XL 
Colours: Charcoal
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HATS & OTHER ACCESSORIES

BLAKLADER BELT

C-BL-40340000

Adjustable belt with metal buckle. 
Available in several different colours, 
enabling you to brand your workwear 
and your company. 

Size: One size 
Colours: Antrasit Grey, Black, Cornflower 
Blue, Green, Grey, Ocean Blue, Orange, 
Red, Red High Vis, Vis Yellow

REGATTA THINSULATE BEANIE HAT

C-RG294

This Regatta Beanie hat has a hard-wearing acrylic knit 
and Thinsulate™ lining. A one size fits all hat that will help 
to keep your head warm when working outside or in cold 
conditions. These beanie hats are ideal for embroidering 
with your club or organsiations logo.

Size: One size 
Colours: Black, Classic Royal, Moss, Navy, Seal Grey

WATERPROOF BEANIE

C-B031

The perfect barrier for the most challenging wet weather. 
This beanie has a 100% waterproof porelle membrane 
for protection whilst being incredibly breathable and 
dexterous. Its micro fleece liner has a high thermal rating 
for warmth and comfort.

Size: One Size 
Colours: Black, Navy, Yellow

THERMAL SOCKS

C-SK11

Single pairs in grey or blue.

Size: 6-9 or 10-13 
Colours: Blue, Grey

PACK OF 3 WORK SOCKS

C-SK33

3 Pairs of work socks.

Size: 6-9 or 10-13 
Colours: Black, Grey

UNITE
YOUR TEAM
collection
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OVERALLS

SUPERCLICK PLYCOTTON 
BOILER SUIT

C-PCBSHW

65% polyester, 35% cotton 
Boiler Suit with concealed two-
way zip, 2 zip breast pockets, 
rein-forced elasticated waist 
and a host of pockets.

Size: 36” - 56” 
Colours: Bottle Green, Navy, 
Orange, Red, Royal

WINTER COVERALL

C-S585

Full waterproof protection and 
outstanding durability are key 
features of this winter padded 
coverall. The contemporary 
design is complemented by 
a high quality finish and close 
attention to detail throughout. 
Key features include: reflective 
tape for added visibility, 
reinforced knee patches for 
optimum strength, multiple 
pockets for storage and zipped 
ankles for easy fitting. 

Size: Small to 2XL 
Colours: Black, Grey, Navy, Red

LIVERPOOL COVERALL

C-C813

The pre-shrunk, top quality fabric 
contributes to the professional 
appearance of this garment. 
Various pockets and a hammer 
loop complement the  
all-purpose styling.

Size: S - 6XL (Navy)  
Other Colours S - 3XL 
Colours: Black, Grey, Navy, 
Orange, Red

ORKNEY LINED COVERALL

C- S816

Combining top performing 
Kingsmill fabric, with a polyester 
wadding liner, this rugged 
garment protects against the 
coldest of conditions. Fully lined 
and padded to trap the heat 
and increase warmth, two-way 
zip for quick and easy access, 8 
pockets for ample storage. EN342 
Protection against cold certified 
up to -40°C, 40+ UPF rated fabric 
to block 98% of UV rays.

Sizes: S - 3XL 
Colour: Navy
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GLOVES

BLAKLADER PU-DIPPED WORK GLOVES 12-PACK

C-BL-29011453

Thin work gloves ideal for precise handling and light assembly work. Synthetic 
glove, palm dipped in polyurethane. The material on the palm also provides 
certain resistance to oil and grease and the back of the glove is ventilated. PU 
smooth, 13 gauge.

Size: 7 - 11 
Colours: Black

THERMO PRO GLOVES

C-AP01

Latex foam coating for excellent grip in wet and dry conditions.

Size: S-3XL

THERMO PRO ULTRA GLOVES

C-AP02

Twin liner traps in heat through increased insulation. Sandy finish for 
exceptional grip in water, grease or oil.

Size: S-2XL

BLAKLADER WORK GLOVE LIGHT LINED, LATEX COATED

C-BL-29631452

Smooth and slightly thinner glove knitted in acrylic, which gives good insulation.  
The glove is dipped in latex, which means that it has both waterproof and 
breathable surfaces, evenly distributed all over the glove. The top of the thumb, 
however, is not dipped, but instead provides a smoother and more sensitive 
feeling when using these autumn and spring gloves. Latex, 13 gauge.

Size: 7 - 11 
Colours: Cornflower blue
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GLOVES

QUALITY LINED DRIVERS GLOVES

C-QLDG

Quality lined drivers gloves made from soft grain leather 
and featuring a gun pattern design, half elastication to 
back of cuff and fleece lining.

Size: L & XL

THERMAL GRIP GLOVES

C-A140

The Thermal Grip Glove is perfect for construction, 
transportation, refuse collection, maintenance and local 
authority work. This glove has a warm 10 gauge acrylic 
liner and is ideal for more heavy duty, outdoor tasks or 
those people working in cold conditions. Acrylic, Latex.

Size: S - 2XL 
Colours: Orange, Yellow

IMPACT HIGH PERFORMANCE GLOVE

C-A720

Guarantees complete protection and durability all day 
long. The Impact glove features a fully padded leather 
palm ensuring total comfort for the wearer. It has rubber 
knuckle protection, padded palm protection and a 
reinforced thumb which makes this glove tough enough 
to tackle the most demanding job. Synthetic Leather, 
Rubber, Lycra, Spandex, Neoprene.

Size: M & 2XL

LATEX COLDSTAR GLOVE

C-BF3

Mixed fibre heavyweight knitted liner with Latex coating 
to palm area. Vented back with highly visible fleece liner. 
This glove is ideal for winter conditions and has a thick 
latex coating for durability and grip.  
Conforms to EN388 2.2.4.1

Size: 8 - 11 
Colours: Yellow, Orange
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GLOVES

FLEECE LINED LEATHER GLOVES

C-FGIMP

Fleece lined leather glove made from full grain cowhide 
leather with a gun pattern.  They have an elasticated cuff 
with integral vein patch and are fully cotton fleece lined.  
C E Minimal Risk, robust, hard wearing, multi purpose 
glove ideal for low temperature working.

Size: Size 10 
Colours: Yellow/Multi

ARCTIC WINTER GLOVES

C-A146

The latest development in hand protection. Twin liner 
traps in heat. A 3/4 micro foam nitrile dipping offers full 
protection to the fingers and improved liquid protection. 
Open back for breathability. Specially designed for use in 
cold conditions, flexible sandy nitrile coating offers great 
grip in wet and dry conditions with superb abrasion and 
tear resistance.

Size: M - 2XL 
Colour: Yellow/Black

APACHA COLD STORE GLOVES

C-A751

Specially designed for use in cold environments whether 
this is an indoor cold store or harsh outdoor winter 
conditions. Breathable waterproof membrane keeps the 
hands dry and reduces the risk of dangerous moisture 
build up. Elasticated knitted cuff ensures a comfortable 
and secure fit. Enhanced grip pads on the glove palm 
allows for secure grip in all conditions.

Size: L - 2XL

CANADIAN HIGH QUAL B-FLEX GLOVES

C-CANCHQPN

Grey split leather, heavyweight cotton backing and 
safety cuff with Vein patch. Good fitting large size with 
fleecy lined palm and thumb-face for added comfort.

Size: One Size
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RUBBER GAUNTLETS

C-A802

Suitable for use in chemical, oil and food industries.

Size: L - 2XL 
Colour: Black

NITROSAFE PLUS CHEMICAL GAUNTLET

C-A812

More than just a nitrile gauntlet, the A812 is tested and certified to offer protection 
against many common chemicals found in industry today. The anti-slip pattern 
offers high dexterity in wet and dry conditions. Ultra-sensitive and free of soluble 
proteins help minimise the risk of allergic reaction. Lightweight 0.38mm thickness, 
these gloves are suitable for a broad range of industries, including industrial 
cleaning, laboratory work, light assembly, aerospace and the chemical industry.

Size: XS - XXL 
Colours: Green

POWDER FREE NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVE (X100)

C-A925

Manufactured from synthetic nitrile rubber our disposable nitrile gloves eliminate 
the risk of allergic reactions associated with latex gloves. Textured finish provides 
enhanced fingertip grip and dexterity in both wet and dry conditions. 100 gloves 
per box.

Size: S - XL 
Colours: Black, Blue

SANDY GRIP LITE GAUNTLET GLOVES

C-AP60

Nitrile gauntlet with sandy palm dip for a secure grip and abrasion resistance. 
This glove is designed for use in wet and oil environments. Using a lightweight 
soft comfortable liner, it increases the wearability for prolonged periods of time.

Size: M - 2XL 
Colours: Blue/Black
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PPE

SAFETY BASEBALL BUMP CAP

C-PW59

This classic style baseball cap with ventilation holes is fitted over a plastic shell that  
provides lightweight protection. Complies to EN812 - 1997

Colours: Black, Navy, Royal, Grey

EXPERT SAFETY HELMET

C-PW50

High-density polypropylene shell helmet, 4 points plastic suspension harness.  
Buckle adjustable size 55-62cm. Soft sweat band included.

Colours: Black, Green, Orange, Red, Royal Blue, White, Yellow

BOLLE CONTOUR SAFETY GLASSES

C-BOCONT

Available with Clear, Smoke or Eps Lens. Ultra lightweight frame, Platinum coating,  
Non-slip bridge, Straight, highly flexible, ergonomic temples, All-round vision,  
Anti-scratch and Anti-fog.

Colours: Clear, Smoke, EPS

HERITAGE SAFETY GLASSES

C-BBH50

Featuring ergonomic temples for a comfortable fit with a temple tip locking catch and  
temple ratchet adjustment. They have hard coated polycarbonate lenses which are  
both anti-fog and anti-scratch.

Colours: Clear, Smoke

ULTRA VISTA GOGGLES

C-PW24

These safety goggles are CE certified and offer 99% UV protection. They feature both  
anti-scratch and anti-fog coatings and can be adapted to be used over prescription glasses.
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PELTOR OPTIME 3 EAR DEFENDERS

C-EDPEL3

Optime III is a super-muff, and has been developed for use in extremely noisy environments. 
The protection is based on a technology with a double casing that minimises resonance in 
the holder casing. This results in maximum high-frequency muffling, while at the same time 
its still easy to understand speech and signals. Effective protection and best comfort are the 
hallmarks of Optime III. 

SNR 35db

PELTOR OPTIME 2 EAR DEFENDERS

C-EDPEL2

Optime II has been developed for demanding noise-hazard environments and muffles even 
extremely low frequencies to a maximum degree. The sealing rings are filled with a unique 
combination of liquid and foam. The result is an optimum seal with low contact pressure, 
which provides snug comfort even during long-time use. Optime II is a suitable choice 
for environments with substantial industrial noise or construc-tion machinery, airports and 
agricultural work. 

SNR 31db

PELTOR OPTIME 1 EAR DEFENDERS

C-EDPEL1

Optime I is very versatile protection, characterised by its lightness. Despite being so light-
weight, it is the best imaginable protection. Optime I is the natural choice when you need to 
use all-round protection for both short and long spells. It is first-rate for use in environments 
with moderate industrial noise, such as workshops, sheet-metal shops and printing works, 
but can also be used to good effect outdoors, for in-stance when mowing the lawn or in 
connection with hobby and leisure activities. 

SNR 27db

ECONOMY EAR DEFENDERS

C-EED01

An Economy ear defender with a lightweight and robust design. Adjustable headband and 
complies with EN352.

SNR 27
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PPE

COMFORT EAR DEFENDER

C-PW43

This ear protector is constructed to be both durable and ultra lightweight. It 
has broad foam cushions, high impact ABS cups (filled with sound absorbing 
foam) and comfort headband.

BOX OF 200 PUFOAM EAR PLUGS

C-EP02

Polyurethane foam material ear plugs for great flexibility & comfort.

GENEVA HALF MASK

C-P430

Premium quality Half Mask manufactured from high quality silicone for 
exceptional fit and comfort. The support harness is attached to the rigid body 
of the mask. Therefore it does not mark the users face and ensures a more 
uniform fit. Filters sold separately.

VIENNA FULL FACE MASK

C-P500

Full Face Mask with dual bayonet filter connection and ABS filter holders. 
Polycarbonate visor offering panoramic vision. Adjustable ergonomic harness 
with 6 fast release buckles attached to the rigid body of the mask which 
guarantees a more uniform seal to the users face. Filters sold separately.

ABEK COMBINATION FILTERS FOR GENEVA & VIENNA MAKS

C-P971

This anti-gas and anti-particles filter protects from organic and inorganic acid 
gases and va-pours, sulphur dioxide, ammonia and its derivatives. Classified 
as a class 1 filter for gases and class 3 for particles it protects against harmful 
substances, solvents, toxic particles and micro-organisms. The special bayonet 
system ensures a safer connection between the mask and the filter.
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CHEST WADERS

C-FW74

Heavy duty PVC/nitrile 
safety wader with steel 
toecap and steel midsole. 
Colour coded red outsole 
for easy identification of 
safety features. 

Size: 5 - 12

TYVEK DISPOSABLE SUIT

C-TBSH

The industry leader in disposable, dry particle and 
aerosol protection. A proprietary fabric technology 
only available from DuPont. An inherent barrier, not a 
laminate that can be easily scratched or compromised. 
Lightweight, low-linting and anti-static. Suitable for 
chemical spraying.

Size: M to XL

EXTREME COLD WEATHER KIT

C-KIT60

Extreme Cold Weather Kit contains five vital pieces 
of equipment for those working in extreme cold 
environments. 

•  1 x Pair of Socks
•  3 x Pair of Gloves
•  1 x Beanie Hat
•  1 x Thermal Bottoms
•  1 x Thermal Top

Size: M to XL

HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENT KIT

C-HIT50

Hazardous Waste Kit contains all the essential equipment to 
keep you safe when working with hazardous waste that can 
pose potential threats to public health or the environment. 

•  3 x ST70 Disposable Suit
•  3 x A810 Glove 
•  1 x P430 Half Mask 
•  2 x P971 Filters
•  1 x PS21 Eyewear
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PPE

PORTWEST LIGHTWEIGHT KNEE PAD (SINGLE)

C-KP20

So lightweight, you won’t even know you are wearing it. Designed to wrap around your 
knee, moulding to its shape using two lightweight well placed straps. A tough outer 
shell gives your knees protection against sharp objects and uneven surfaces. Its thick 
foam centre cushions your knee, while its breathable inner fabric allows air to circulate 
preventing any build up of moisture.

FFP2 RESPIRATOR (20PKT)

C-P200

Comfortable cup style respirator. Protects against fine toxic dust, fumes and water  
based mists. The respirator can be used in concentrations of contaminants up to  
10 times the WEL.

CLEAR VISOR & BROW GUARD

C-PW91-PC

Visor with PP browguard manufactured from impact resistant polypropylene. The wheel 
ratchet adjustment system is designed for easy use.

MESH VISOR & BROW GUARD

C-PW93

Mesh visor with PP browguard, suitable for protection against large high-speed particles. 
The ratchet adjustment system is designed for easy use.

WORKPLACE FIRST AID KIT 25

C-FA-10

This BS compliant first aid kit is ideal for small or low risk workplaces such as offices or 
shops. Complete with a wall bracket, the kit contains all the necessary items needed to 
carry out basic first aid including sterile plasters, dressings, bandages and much more.

WORKPLACE FIRST AID KIT 25+

C-FA-11

This first aid kit is designed for medium risk workplaces such as offices, warehouses or 
factories. Contained in a handy robust green box with carrying handle and wall bracket, 
the dressings are all individually wrapped and sterile.
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OAK FORESTRY GLOVES

C-A290

Designed to offer maximum protection and comfort whilst performing chainsaw tasks. 
Protec-tive material in the left glove only to EN381-7 Class 0, 16m/s. 

Size: L & XL

OAK FORESTRY COMBI KIT

C-PW98

Professional Combi Kit, containing: 

•  Vented ABS safety helmet with wheel ratchet, adjustable size 56-63cm cm (PS55). 
•  High performances ear muffs in ABS material, adjustable in height for better fit (PW47). 
•  Reinforced visor holder and mesh visor (PS58).

OAK JACKET

C-CH10

This jacket is comprised of a heavy duty fabric designed to keep you protected when 
working. 

Size: Small to 3XL

OAK TROUSERS

C-CH11

These trousers feature multi-pockets and are comprised of a heavy duty fabric designed to 
keep you protected when working. 

Size: Small to 3XL

OAK BIB & BRACE

C-CH12

The Oak Bib and Brace is constructed with 9 layers of protection to the front of each leg. 
Designed for use in the forestry industry this style offers excellent breathability, moisture 
wicking and water resistant properties. The lightweight design ensures maximum wearer 
comfort and mobility.

Size: Small to 3XL
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TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

Prices 

Are as quoted by FMW Distinct Manufacturing Ltd or 

your local distributor, goods are invoiced on date of 

despatch. FMW Distinct Manufacturing Ltd reserves 

the right to amend prices without prior notice.

Settlement 
Is strictly 30 days from date of invoice for those on 

account. Interest will be charged on late payments 

at 2% above the bank rate. Credit notes are only 

issued for goods returned in the condition they were 

despatched in unless proven to be faulty. For non-

account holders card or bank transfer payments are 

accepted with order.

Value added tax 

All prices quoted including carriage are exclusive of 

VAT.

Cancellations 

Products must be returned within 30 days from 

receipt and will only be accepted at the discretion of 

FMW Distinct Manufacturing Ltd and are subject to 

a 20% handling / re-stocking fee. Products must be 

returned in the condition they were despatched in. 

No product will be accepted for refund following the 

30-day period.

Carriage 

Will be charged on all deliveries at the current rate 

at the time of the order. FMW Distinct Manufacturing 

Ltd reserves the right to alter carriage charges 

without prior notice. All deliveries should be checked 

for damage on receipt, if not, should be signed 

‘unexamined’.

Title of Goods 
Remains with FMW Distinct Manufacturing Ltd 

until payment is received in full. FMW Distinct 

Manufacturing Ltd reserve the right to repossess any 

products unpaid for within the terms and conditions 

of sale and any costs incurred by the seller in 

repossessing goods shall be borne by the buyer.

Continuous improvement 
is the policy of FMW Distinct Manufacturing Ltd 

and we reserve the right to alter, colours, sizes, 

specifications, weights, measurements and materials 

without prior notice in the interest of improvement 

and without incurring any obligations. Therefore 

should a precise specification be required please 

request before purchase.

FMW DISTINCT LTD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE



Welcome to our New FMW Distinct 
Manufacturing Ltd Brochure
Leading Manufacturers and Suppliers of 
Golf Course Equipment and Workwear

FMW Distinct Manufacturing are now based in the West Midlands alongside TJ Golf and the two 

companies combined have a wealth of experience and products that are sure to suit your golf 

course needs. 

A large number of FMW products are produced In-house and this allows us a great deal of flexibility 

in our approach to our customers’ requirements. We also have a design and print studio for our 

signage, logo’d flags, tee markers and other personalised products. Again this allows us a great 

deal of flexibility to produce something unique for our customers. 

FMW has a large range of workwear which can be embroidered with your club logo too.

In the past we have been based in the north of England but now the brand is available nationwide.

Please feel free to contact us or our northern based Area Sales Manager with your enquiries. 

Alternatively, orders can be placed via your local distributor or through our website.

 01282 453335

 sales@fmwdistinct.com
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WELCOME...



GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT
P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E  2 0 2 3

www.fmwdistinct.com

 Unit 23, Frankley Industrial Estate, 
Tay Road, Rednal, Rubery, Birmingham B45 0LD

 01282 453335
 sales@fmwdistinct.com
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